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OVERVIEW
Impact on practice, pedagogy and society is the essence of Thought Leadership at JAGSoM.
Influencing through intellectual contributions the practice of business, the shape of the business
curriculum, society and the priorities of the nation’s higher educational policy is key to JAGSoM’s
aspirations in Thought Leadership.
This report covers the Impact of JAGSoM’s Thought Leadership in the past few years. This report is
divided into two sections:
•

INSTITUTIONAL IMPACT: The first section looks at the Institutional impact and Institutionlevel contributions to Thought Leadership in the past few years.

•

FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP: The second section looks at the Scholarship activities of faculty
members and their select Research publications from 2020 to 2022.
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INSTITUTIONAL IMPACT
JAGSoM as a unit has made significant contributions to Thought Leadership during the past few
years and this is a matter of pride for the institution.
The Institution-level thought leadership ranges from being invited by the AACSB to present how
JAGSoM handled academic continuation in the midst of the COVID-19 Pandemic, authoring the
widely hailed Curricula 4.0 document, hosting consortia and conferences, and senior faculty
members serving as government advisors modelling the spread and mitigation of COVID-19.
JAGSoM focuses on Thought Leadership in two areas - Social responsibility and Practice..
Thought leadership on social responsibility is operationalized through the students. The intent of the
Social Immersion Program (SIP) at JAGSoM is to influence the thought of students and use this as a
synergetic platform to proliferate the notion of social responsibility through the students. The school
focuses on UN SDGs 3, 4, and 5. The output from the Social Immersion is captured in the form of
blogs, White papers and Edited Volumes. Select White Papers are reviewed by experts and the
White Papers are converted into Edited volumes to propagate the thought.
JAGSoM has also come out with various Thought leadership activities impacting practice over the
past few years which are covered in brief in this report.
‘Curricula 4.0 Creating Future Managers’, examined the curricular interventions required for Industry
4.0. The report on which the new curriculum of JAGSoM was based, influenced not only the
curriculum design of JAGSoM but also that of several other schools, most notably, through the
EFMD-JAGSoM conclave in which many eminent speakers discussed various aspects of the Curricula
4.0 report. The discussions were converted into a report and widely disseminated. The key aspects
of the report have been propagated through various forums including ICAM.
The AIM-Parasuraman Centre for Service Excellence has its focus on creating service quality indices
for Indian industries because India is ‘service driven’. By creating the indices for E-Commerce and the
Banking sectors, the school influences the thought and actions in the service industry.
CONFLUENCE is a platform built by JAGSoM to bring together Academia & Industry and to foster
innovation & deeper engagement between them. CONFLUENCE was conducted in both 2020 & 2022
and the details are covered in this report. CONVERGENCE conducted in 2020 is a flagship
international event that extended thought leadership in the marketing and services area, close to
the heart of JAGSoM.
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JAGSoM-NHRDN STUDY OF INDUSTRY 4.0 NEEDS
A key strategic priority at JAGSoM is the currency and relevance of the curriculum. JAGSoM
collaborated with the National Human Resources Development Network (NHRDN) to identify the
skills and competencies that recruiters recognized as relevant for Industry 4.0 but currently not
adequately evident among new business graduates.
This resulted in the determination that the Curriculum must build the T-Shaped Professional.

To identify the needs of Industry 4.0, a structured survey was conducted with senior practitioners,
followed by round table discussions in association with the National Human Resource Development
Network (NHRDN).
The exploration began with the following research questions:
What are the India specific unmet needs that the B-schools must address today?
What is the response of India Inc. and academia to the new set of skills identified by the World
Economic Forum?
An exhaustive initiative was undertaken to reach out to 292 industry executives and three round
table discussions in Bengaluru, Mumbai and Delhi were organized, in which 43 senior executives and
18 CXOs participated, in order to identify the unmet needs of the industry and the skills required for
Industry 4.0.

Survey data
collected from 292
executives

3 roundtable
conferences of 43
practicing
executives
including 18CXOs
across three cities
JAGSoM released the research-based report titled Curricula 4.0 in association with NHRDN. The
report investigated industry needs among emerging careers and tracks and worked back from that
to identify what the business curriculum should be going forward.
The report was widely hailed as influential and recognized as a blueprint for curriculum design by
various bodies governing higher education in India.
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The study revealed the following ten India specific Industry 4.0 needs:
1. Learning Orientation and Analytical Mindset
2. Integration of Data, Communication and Technology
3. Solution Orientation and Problem Solving
4. Dealing with Change and Uncertainty
5. People and Team Orientation
6. Innovation and Creativity - Entrepreneurial Orientation
7. Social Sensitivity and Cross-cultural Orientation
8. Managing Self (Self-awareness, Self-development including
Wellness)
9. Business Orientation - Multidisciplinary Approach
10. Globalization
The study also brought about the following insights:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi generation workforce - Mixing of industry executives with younger MBA participants.
Need for continuous learning as against education as start and finish.
o Re-skilling of practitioners at various levels.
o B-schools to focus on modular re-skilling initiatives.
Curriculum need to be individualized for learning style, pace and career
stage.
Integration of data, technology and communication in business.
Research needs to be integrated as part of curriculum.
Wellness and fitness emerge as critical components of managing self.
o B schools need to introduce programs which can equip
students towards wellness and fitness.
Solution as reflected in service mindset and execution assumes more significance than strategy.

Presentation of the ‘JAGSoM-NHRDN Industry 4.0 Needs’ for building a management curriculum for Industry 4.0. The
panel was attended by Dr. Tom R. Robinson, then President and CEO – AACSB, Prof. Jagdish Sheth, Chairman, JAGSoM,
Prof. A. Parasuraman, Pro-Chancellor, Vijaybhoomi University, Mr. Dhananjay Singh, DG-NHRDN and Mr. Sanjay Padode,
Founder-JAGSoM.
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Prof. Atish presenting at ICAM, the Signature event of AACSB.

The JAGSoM – NHRDN study findings and the new Curricula 4.0 report have received widespread
acceptance and were presented at AACSB’s signature event ICAM in Edinburgh in 2019 by the
Director, Dr. Atish Chattopadhyay.

CURRICULUM 4.0 FOR INDUSTRY 4.0 – EFMD
GLOBAL FOCUS
Dr. Atish Chattopadhyay’s article titled ‘Curriculum 4.0 for Industry 4.0’ was published in EFMD’s
Global Focus Magazine.
The article discusses the challenges faced by Educational Institutions globally and the findings of the
JAGSoM-NHRDN Study of Industry 4.0 needs.
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JAGSoM-EFMD INTERNATIONAL CONCLAVE ON
LEARNING ECOSYSTEM
JAGSoM in association with the European Foundation for Management Development (EFMD)
organized the ‘International Conclave on Learning Ecosystems’. The International Conclave on
Learning Ecosystem was held on the 18th & 19th of February 2020 at the Taj Westland Hotel in
Bengaluru. The conclave was organized with collaboration with EFMD along with AICTE, EPSI, AIMS,
MBA Universe & NDLI.

The theme of the Conclave was to develop an effective learning ecosystem which is
flexible, adaptive, inclusive and oriented on individual and industry needs”.
The three principal themes that were deliberated in the conclave are: Leadership,
Technology-driven disruption and Liberal framework for professional education.
The complete report of the event and the deliberations during the event can be
accessed by scanning the given QR Code.
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INDEX FOR SERVICE EXCELLENCE IN INDIA
JAGSoM in collaboration with the Academy of Indian Marketing (AIM) has taken the lead in
developing the Index of Service Excellence in India (iSEI), under the mentorship of Prof. A
Parasuraman, whose pioneering work in the area of service quality measurement and improvement
(e.g., the SERVQUAL model) is globally known in both academic and practitioner circles.
The AIM-Parasuraman Centre for Service Excellence at JAGSoM launched
the first index for Service Excellence in India (iSEI) at the CONFLUENCE 2019
Conference, much on similar lines as the American Customer Satisfaction
Index or the Customer Satisfaction Index of Singapore. Prof A Parasuraman,
the guru of services marketing, is leading & mentoring us on this initiative.
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The AIM – Parasuraman Centre for Service Excellence also conducted multiple roadshows and
industry connect events with companies such as Big Basket, SBI and Ujjivan Small Finance Banks.
Glimpses of the roadshows are given below.

Roadshow at Ujjivan Bank with all the senior leadership including the MD – Mr. Samit Ghosh

Roadshow at SBI Corporate Office, Mumbai with Mr. Mihir Mishra, GM-Customer Services; Mr. J. Swaminathan, Dy.
Managing Director (Strategy); Mr. Ramesh Babu, Dy. Managing Director (Chief Operating Officer) Retail & Digital
Banking.
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RESEARCH TALK AND SEMINAR SERIES
Numerous Webinars are conducted by JAGSoM throughout the year.
The AIM-Parasuraman Centre for Service Excellence and the Vithala R. Rao Centre for Business
Analytics have initiated the following webinar series in the past year – the Research Talk Series in
Service Excellence and the Seminar Series in Business Analytics respectively.
The AIM-Parasuraman Centre for Service Excellence has conducted the following #TalkSeries on
Service Research by esteemed Professors:
•

Prof. Lia Patrício, Associate Professor, Department of Management and Industrial
Engineering, University of Porto, Portugal - on the topic ‘Understanding customer
experience with smart services’.

•

Prof. Raymond P. Fisk, Professor of Marketing at Texas State University - on the topic
‘Serving Human Needs: Broadening the Perspective and Purpose of Service Research’.

•

Prof. Stephanie Noble, Professor of Marketing and William B. Stokely Faculty Research
Fellow in the Marketing Department at the University of Tennessee - on the topic - ‘Happy
and Indebted Front-Line Employees: The Free Food Effect’.

•

Prof. Len Berry, University Distinguished Professor of Marketing, Regents Professor, M.B.
Zale Chair in Retailing and Marketing Leadership, Mays Business School, Texas A&M
University - on the topic ‘Service Lessons from healthcare’.

•

Prof. Jochen Wirtz, Vice Dean - MBA Programs, and Professor of Marketing, NUS Business
School, National University of Singapore - on the topic ‘P2P Sharing Platform Business
Models’.

•

Prof. Ming- Hui Huang, Distinguished Professor, National Taiwan University and Editor-inChief (Journal of Service Research) - on the topic ‘The Feeling Economy from AI’.

The Vithala R. Rao Centre for Business Analytics has conducted the following #SeminarSeries on
Analytics by esteemed Professors:
•

Prof. Sudha Ram, Anheuser-Busch Endowed Professor of MIS, Entrepreneurship &
Innovation, Eller College of Management, University of Arizona - on the topic ‘Focusing on
Programmatic High Impact Information Systems Research, to Address Grand Challenges’

•

Prof. K. Sudhir, James L. Frank ’32 Professor of Marketing, Private Enterprise and
Management and Founder-Director of the Yale China India Insights Program at the Yale
School of Management, Yale University - on the topic ‘Lookalike Targeting on Others’
Journeys: Brand versus Performance Marketing’.

•

Prof. Vishal Gaur, Professor of Manufacturing Management, and Professor of Operations,
Technology and Information Management, Samuel Curtis Johnson Graduate School of
Management, Cornell University - on the topic ‘Data-Driven Research in Operations
Management with Examples’.
9
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CONVERGENCE 2020
CONVERGENCE is the flagship International Conference of JAGSoM. The theme of the 2020
Conference was ‘WINNING THROUGH SERVICE EXCELLENCE: Theory and Practice’.
The Conference was chaired by Prof. A.Parasuraman, Pro-Chancellor, Vijaybhoomi University and
was organized by the AIM-Parasuraman Centre for Service Excellence.
The Conference was attended by over 300 national and international participants.

The details of the keynote speakers and winners of the best paper awards are given in brief below
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9th AIM-AMA SHETH FOUNDATION DOCTORAL
CONSORTIUM
The biggest ever Doctoral Consortium in India with a global footprint was organized at Jagdish Sheth
School of Management (JAGSoM) from the 25th to the 30th of June 2021
The Consortium attracted 80+ leading Marketing faculty of global repute across 20 countries
including the Editors of 17 prestigious Marketing Journals.
The Consortium was attended by 156 Doctoral Scholars and Young Faculty from 14 countries across
the globe. The participants of the Consortium represented premier institutions in North America
including USA and Canada; South America including Argentina; the Middle East and Africa including
Ghana, Nigeria, Egypt, Turkey, Israel, South Africa, the UAE; South East Asia including India, China,
Taiwan, Singapore, Philippines, Japan; Europe including the UK, Italy, France, Portugal, Norway, the
Netherlands; Eastern Europe including Kazakhstan as well as Australia and New Zealand.
The Doctoral Consortium was co-chaired by Prof. A ("Parsu") Parasuraman, Pro-Chancellor,
Vijaybhoomi University, India & Emeritus Professor, James W. McLamore Chair Emeritus, University
of Miami, USA and Dr. Atish Chattopadhyay, Professor of Marketing and Director, Jagdish Sheth
School of Management.
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CONFLUENCE 2022
CONFLUENCE is a platform built to bring together Academia & Industry and to foster innovation &
deeper engagement between them.
JAGSoM’s 8th edition of Confluence 2022 saw participation of more than 80 attendees from industry
and academia. The event was attended by a galaxy of leaders from the academic and corporate
world, including Chief Guest Dr. Bhimaraya Metri, Director IIM Nagpur, Prof. Vithala R. Rao, Emeritus
Professor, Cornell University, and Dr. A. Parasuraman, Emeritus Professor, University of Miami and
Pro-Chancellor, Vijaybhoomi University, among others.
Launching the Vithala R. Rao Center for Centre for Business, Prof. Vithala Rao spoke about the
application of statistics and computer science in diverse business areas and the use of technology to
solve social problems, increase food production, and achieve progress on the UN SDGs. He also
highlighted the upcoming activities of the Vithala R. Rao Centre for Business Analytics and its focus
areas.
Dr Bhimaraya Metri officially announced the ISDSI (International Society for Data Science and
Innovation) - Global Conference 2022 which will be hosted by JAGSoM in December 2022. He also
unveiled the Conference website and the tentative schedule.
This was then followed by a panel discussion amongst Mr. Avnish Sabharwal, Managing Director,
Accenture Ventures & Open Innovation, Mr. Harish Sharma, Chief Information Officer & Chief
Human Resource Officer, Toyota Financial Services, Mr. Prashanth A, Head of Marketing and Project
House, Digital Mobility, Bosch, Mr. Vishwanadh Raju. Head- India Talent, Dun & Bradstreet
Technology and Corporate Services and Mr. Tirupathi Rao Dockara, Chief Architect, Data, AI & ML,
Capgemini on the topic – ‘Data driven Innovation – Impact on Society’.
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E-CONFLUENCE 2020
JAGSOM in association with the National Human Resource Development Network (NHRDN)
organized the 7th Edition of the CONFLUENCE Conference on the 25th of July 2020.
The theme of the conference was on ‘How Higher Education Institutions can reboot economy?’.
The E-CONFLUENCE Conference was conducted online and saw over 700+ participants. The
Conference was chaired by Mr. Jayant Shah, Executive Director – Academy of Indian Marketing and
the CEO of the AIM-Parasuraman Centre for Service Excellence.
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INTERNATIONAL AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
JAGSoM has not only hosted International Conferences and Consortiums but has also received
International Awards and Recognition for institution-level work and innovations.
JAGSoM received International recognition and award for its Research Incubation (RI) Practice
Course and for its Annual Marathon which raises for the girl child – KANYATHON

RESEARCH INCUBATION – AACSB INNOVATIONS
AND BEST PRACTICES
The Research Incubation initiative of JAGSoM has been recognized as one of the top 15 initiatives of
the Asia-Pacific region by AACSB.
In the Research Incubation practice course, students work in small groups on a Research Paper
under the guidance of a faculty mentor.
The focus is on research topics that impact practice where students get an in-depth understanding
of various domains through sector and company analysis.
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KANYATHON – AACSB INNOVATIONS THAT
INSPIRE
Kanyathon is a student-driven annual charity marathon that raises funds to uplift the lives of the girl
child and for women empowerment in order to make social impact and impact UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG 1 ‘No Poverty’ and SDG 5 ‘Gender Equality’).
Students organize themselves like departments within a corporation to plan and execute the
KANYATHON event. Students learn teamwork, conflict resolution and the art of getting things done.
Students learn negotiation skills by negotiating with prospects and sponsors, approaching strangers,
following leads, garnering references to convert to sales and objection handling. They learn
execution through planning and organizing, working against deadlines and targets, documentation,
teamwork, conflict resolution and decision making. They also learn social responsibility by observing
and working with people much less privileged and by experiencing the joy of contribution.
In 2021, AACSB International recognized JAGSoM as a Champion of Change in the Business
Education landscape.
JAGSoM was one out of only 24 Business Schools globally to feature in the 2021 AACSB Innovations
that Inspire list. KANYATHON, an experiential program for social impact, received the 2021 AACSB
Innovations that Inspire award for creating positive societal impact.
The 2021 Innovations that Inspire showcase schools' positive contributions to society through one of
the following ways:
▪

Cultivating a position at the intersection of academia and practice

▪

Connecting with other disciplines

▪

Driving innovation in higher education

16
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REQUEST FOR PROBLEMS
The ‘Request for Problem’ (RFP) project is a capstone project which is an integral component of the
‘Career Track’ Program at JAGSoM.
Each year, JAGSoM invites industry partners to refer business problems that they are currently
facing, which student consulting teams help to solve, each team being led by a fulltime faculty
member (or an interdisciplinary team of faculty members).
Student groups work on the business problems and White Papers are produced as an outcome of
the project. Select White Papers arising out of the RFP projects are compiled into Edited Volumes.
Two Edited Volumes have been published in the past 2 years and are showcased below, along with
the partner companies supporting RFPs.

ISBN: 978-93-5627-299-66

ISBN: 978-93-5473-005-4
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INNOVATION INCUBATION
The Innovation Incubation (II) program at JAGSoM empowers participants to develop an
entrepreneurial mindset and enables them to tackle business problems & challenges through
creativity and innovation.
Innovation Incubation student projects are presented in front of a jury comprising of entrepreneurs
and practitioners.
Two Edited Volumes of Cases derived from student startup project ideas have been published in the
past 2 years and are showcased below.

ISBN: 978-93-5607-569-6

ISBN: 978-93-5473-428-1
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SOCIAL IMMERSION PROGRAM
The Social Immersion Program (SIP) is a unique initiative of JAGSoM where student teams work
under the aegis of a non-profit organization and the supervision of a faculty mentor. The immersive
experience involves living and working with socio-economically challenged strata, understanding
their challenges, and generating approaches to resolving the challenges.
The program fosters tolerance and empathy. Over the last couple of years, student teams worked on
projects that covered-- (a) improving sanitation; (b) education technology to sustain remote leaving
among the underprivileged; (c) gender equality in healthcare; (d) reducing waste and resisting singleuse plastic.
White Papers are produced by students as an outcome of the Social Immersion Program. Select
White Papers arising out of the SIP projects are compiled into Edited Volumes. Two Edited Volumes
derived from student SIP projects have been published in the past 2 years and are showcased below.

ISBN: 978-93-5627-617-8

ISBN: 978-93-5445-734-0
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EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM WITH
GALLAGHER
JAGSoM conducted a 2-day Executive
Development Program on Service Excellence for
the executives of Gallagher LLP, a global
insurance brokerage, risk management, and
consulting firm.
The Executive Development Program was
conducted by Prof. A. Parasuraman, the Guru of Service Excellence and Dr. M. Sivagnanasundaram,
Area Chairperson – Marketing, JAGSoM on the 5th and 6th of May 2022.
This was the first in-person Company EDP conducted by JAGSoM post the COVID-19 Pandemic.
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COLLABORATION WITH CAPGEMINI
JAGSoM further strengthened its engagement with leading
corporates in India through collaborations with several top
multinational companies.
The collaboration between JAGSoM and Capgemini will foster
deeper industry integration through the Request For Problem (RFP) capstone projects in the Career
Tracks at JAGSoM. Capgemini will also set up a Centre of Excellence at JAGSoM – the ‘Capgemini
Insights & Data Lab’ and will also provide various inputs in JAGSoM’s Curriculum.

COLLABORATION WITH BOSCH
This year, JAGSoM is also collaborating with Bosch’s Urban Mobility
Lab.
JAGSoM faculty and students will work closely with Bosch’s Urban
Mobility Lab to solve issues plaguing Indian cities, including
environmental issues and traffic congestion.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
10th AIM-AMA SHETH FOUNDATION DOCTORAL
CONSORTIUM
The 10th AIM-AMA-Sheth Foundation Doctoral Consortium hosted by JAGSoM is being co-chaired by
Prof. A ("Parsu") Parasuraman, Pro-Chancellor, Vijaybhoomi University, India & Emeritus Professor,
James W. McLamore Chair Emeritus, University of Miami, USA and Dr. Atish Chattopadhyay,
Professor of Marketing and Director, JAGSoM, India & Vice-Chancellor, Vijaybhoomi University,
India.
This year’s Doctoral Consortium will feature more than 70 Leading
Marketing Faculty from across the globe and will take place online on the
Zoom platform from the 18th to the 23rd of June 2022.
The Agenda of the Consortium includes 6 Masterclasses, 6 other Plenary
sessions, and 5 Parallel track sessions. The Consortium also features 3 'Meet
the Editors' sessions where participants can meet journal editors from
prestigious journals. We will also be having 3 Global Cafe sessions which
provide a platform for Doctoral Students to present their research and to seek feedback, and 3
Global Lounge sessions which facilitate networking for participants across countries.
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ISDSI-GLOBAL CONFERENCE 2022
Jagdish Sheth School of Management (JAGSoM) is the hosting the ISDSI (International Society for
Data Science and Innovation) - Global Conference 2022 from the 27th to the 29th of December 2022.
The theme of the conference is “Building sustainable businesses in the phygital world”
The baton for carrying forward this
prestigious three-day conference was
handed over to Dr. Atish
Chattopadhyay, Director, JAGSoM by
Dr. Bhimaraya Metri, Director Indian
Institute of Management, Nagpur, host
institute for the ISDSI-G 2021 edition.
The legacy of this prestigious
conference has been passed on by
some of the renowned management
institutes of India, namely, SPJIMR, IIM
Sambalpur and IIM Raipur for the editions 2018, 2019 and 2020 respectively.
The ISDSI International Conference will witness discussions on 11 key tracks:
1. Business Responsibility and Sustainability
2. Artificial Intelligence
3. Data Science Applications
4. FinTech
5. Industry 4.0
6. Digital Economy
7. Cyber Security for Business
8. Innovation and Entrepreneurship
9. Design Thinking
10. Future of Management Education
11. Future of Work.
In the context of building successful phygital businesses enabled by data
science and innovative practices and to ensure the sustainability of such
businesses in the long run, the Conference will conduct theme-based
workshops for faculty and doctoral students, parallel technical tracks,
networking with senior scholars, Directors’ Panel, Editors’ Panel, Best Paper
awards and many more.
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FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP
This second part of JAGSoM’s ‘Impact through Thought Leadership’ report focuses on the
Scholarship, Research and Consulting activities of JAGSoM faculty from 2020 to 2022.
JAGSoM’s faculty are actively engaged in the creation and dissemination of knowledge. This focus
has resulted in the publication of 67 research papers in reputed journals, along with 39 broad
audience category articles, 17 book chapters and 5 edited volumes over the past 2 years.
The focus on research at JAGSoM has resulted in publications in high quality journals such as ABDC
‘A’ and ‘B’ category journals.
A snapshot of the same is given along with a summary of the research publications over the past 2
years.
Research Summary –
From 2020 till date
RESEARCH TYPE

#

Journal Articles

67

ABDC ‘A*’

1

ABDC ‘A’

7

ABDC ‘B’

6

ABDC ‘C’/Scopus/WoS

54

Broad Audience Category Articles

39

Book Chapters

17

Edited Books

05
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MARKETING AREA
PROF. A. PARASURAMAN

Research Interests: Services marketing; service quality measurement; the role
of technology in customer service; business-to-business marketing; and
marketing management and strategy.
Select Research Publication Details are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. The Fifth Industrial Revolution: How harmonious human–machine
collaboration is triggering a retail and service [r] evolution
Noble, S. M., Mende, M., Grewal, D., & Parasuraman, A. (2022). The Fifth Industrial
Revolution: How harmonious human–machine collaboration is triggering a retail and service
[r] evolution. Journal of Retailing.
Abstract
This manuscript draws attention to the dawn of the Fifth Industrial Revolution (5IR) and highlights its
potential for addressing a host of issues within retail and service domains. With a retailing and
service perspective, the authors outline the meaning of the 5IR, according to a 2 × 2 framework that
categorizes retailers and service providers by their embrace of human–machine collaborations. They
also propose an expanded definition of stakeholders in the 5IR (companies, employees, customers,
26

and society). Merging digital, physical, and biological technologies promises enhanced well-being for
societal actors across the board. By outlining these likely implications of the 5IR for retailing and
services, this article establishes a roadmap for how the (r)evolution is likely to progress and offers a
set of key research questions that emerge as a result.
Link to Article: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022435922000288

2. More than a feeling? Toward a theory of customer delight
Parasuraman, A., Ball, J., Aksoy, L., Keiningham, T. L., & Zaki, M. (2020). More than a feeling?
Toward a theory of customer delight. Journal of Service Management.

Abstract
Purpose – Responding to an increasing call for a more comprehensive conceptualization of customer
delight, the purpose of this paper is to expand the theory of customer delight and to examine the
implications of such an expanded view for service theory and practice.
Design/methodology/approach – This paper presents the results of three qualitative studies. The
first study explores customer delight through self-reported consumption experiences in customerselected contexts, followed by one-on-one in-depth interviews. The second involves focus groups
and the third examines selfreported incidents of delightful customer experiences. Findings – This
research finds that customer delight goes beyond extreme satisfaction and joy and surprise to
include six properties that—individually or in combination—characterize customer delight. An
expanded conceptualization of how customer delight can be defined is proposed in which customer
delight is associated with various combinations of six properties – the customer experiencing
positive emotions, interacting with others, successful problem-solving, engaging customer’s senses,
timing of the events and sense of control that characterizes the customer’s encounter. Research
limitations/implications – It is clear from the findings of this research that there is no single property
that is associated with delight. Through the facilitation of multiple properties, managers have the
potential to create a multitude of routes to delight. It is recommended that future research (1)
identify and explicate these alternative routes for engendering delight using the six properties
identified, and (2) develop a general typology based on service context and characteristics, customer
segment, etc. that further stimulates scholarship on delight, and offers more industry-specific
insights for managers. Practical implications – Insights from this investigation will encourage
managers and service designers to think more broadly and creatively about delight. Doing so will
open up new opportunities for achieving customer delight, beyond merely focusing on extreme
satisfaction or surprise and joy strategies currently dominating discussions of customer delight.
Originality/value – This paper makes several contributions to the service literature. First, it extends
current conceptualizations of customer delight and offers an expanded definition. Next, it
demonstrates how this new understanding extends the existing literature on delight. Finally, it
proposes an agenda for future delight research and discusses managerial implications, opening up
new opportunities for firms to design delightful customer experiences.

Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/JOSM-03-20190094/full/html
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3. On repositioning customer support services: some food for further thought
Parasuraman, A. (2020). On repositioning customer support services: some food for further
thought. European Journal of Marketing.
Abstract:
The framework proposed by Sheth et al. (2020) (hereafter SJA) for repositioning customer support
services (CSS) is a timely and thought-provoking contribution to the extant literature. The need for a
change in the corporate mindset and direction vis-à-vis CSS that SJA advocate (succinctly captured in
their Figures 1 and 2), as well as their seven recommendations for engineering such a change (Figure
3) are logical and insightful. In the concluding section of their paper SJA call for additional research
and allude to three broad areas worth investigating. This brief commentary builds on and augments
SJA’s research agenda by highlighting three additional critical areas stemming from their proposed
framework and recommendations.
• implying potential shifts in the locus of control and responsibility for the customer’s
experience during their journey; and
• offer a rich agenda for further research in this domain.
Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/EJM-07-2020-973/full/html
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DR. AMBIKA PRASAD NANDA

Research Interests: Transformative Consumer research (TCR), Technology
marketing and Emerging markets.

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Binge watching: An exploration of the role of technology
Nanda, A. P., & Banerjee, R. (2020). Binge watching: An exploration of the role of
technology. Psychology & Marketing, 37(9), 1212-1230.

Abstract:
Watching television shows in quick succession on the Netflix and Amazon Prime platforms is on the
rise. Although widespread, this binge watching behavior has received limited attention from
marketing academics. The current study conceptualizes binge watching needs and examines their
effect on the gratifications obtained from binge watching. We apply the lens of uses and
gratifications (U&G) theory for model development and test the model empirically, using data from
two cities in India. We add a new category of needs, namely technology-related needs, to the
existing psycho-sociological-related needs (named as content-related needs in this paper) present in
plain-old-television studies (POTS). We find that a technology-related need—that is, modal
experience (the presence of media content in various formats leading to superior experience)—
significantly impacts gratification from binge watching. We also find a strong moderating effect of
self-control, used in previous studies of binge-eating and binge-shopping, in which the effect of
modal experience, navigability and parasocial interaction need gratification is heightened for
consumers who have low levels of self-control. We build on these findings to suggest implications for
marketers, advertisers, and consumer-advocacy groups.
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Link to Article: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/mar.21353

2. Consumer’s subjective financial well-being: A systematic review
and research agenda
Nanda, A. P., & Banerjee, R. (2021). Consumer’s subjective financial well-being: A systematic review
and research agenda. International Journal of Consumer Studies, 45(4), 750-776.

Abstract:
Subjective Financial Well-being (FWB) research has gained considerable interest from both
academics and practitioners recently. This research area focuses on the consumer’s self-assessment
of his/her disposition, belief, attitude, and behavior concerning money management, spending,
savings, and investment. The authors used a systematic literature review (SLR) process, which is a
step-by-step process-driven methodology, to find 128 articles published between 1978 and 2020 in
marketing and related consumer studies fields. By critically examining the published studies, the
paper proposes an organizing framework to identify important research gaps and suggest future
research directions. The existing studies highlight (a) macro-level factors determining the
consumer’s FWB, (b) bank information transparency and ethical selling, (c) consumer co-production
behavior, (d) consumer financial literacy and how it relates to FWB, (e) financial inclusion, (f)
materialism, personality, spending self-control, and FWB, (g) multicountry research, and (h) the
outcomes or consequences of FWB. Further research directions emphasize the need for research on
(a) young consumers and their FWB and (b) role of marketers in maintaining FWB of consumers. The
organizing framework offers actionable insights for banks, other financial institutions (FIs),
businesses, third-party organizations (i.e., financial literacy service providers), and public policy
makers to increase the subjective FWB of consumers.
Link to Article: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ijcs.12668

3. Children in the digital world: exploring the role of parental–child
attachment features in excessive online gaming
Malik, A., Nanda, A. P., & Kumra, R. (2020). Children in the digital world: exploring the role of
parental–child attachment features in excessive online gaming. Young consumers.

Abstract:
Purpose
The marketing of immersive and competitive online gaming products has proliferated in recent
times. Consumption has also shown a substantial increase, especially among children. Such elevated
levels of gaming have adversely affected children’s overall well-being. This paper aims to examine
the role of parental attachment variables in enhancing children’s self-control behavior in
counteracting the adverse effects of excessive gaming. The role of gender in excessive gaming is also
studied.
Design/methodology/approach
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A conceptual framework is tested that examines the direct relationship of features of parental
attachment with excessive online gaming behavior and an indirect effect through the mediation of a
child’s self-control construct using structural equation modeling.
Findings
The findings indicate that parental attachment through self-control can play a significant role in
limiting excessive gaming behavior among vulnerable young gamers. Excessive gaming behavior was
more pronounced for boys than girls. Alienation explained excessive gaming behavior among girls,
while communication was significant for boys, but in a reversed direction.
Research limitations/implications
All possible antecedent variables from the literature, like parental rearing style, that may further
contribute to developing a comprehensive theoretical framework could not be studied.
Practical implications
The study suggests that the priming of children achieved through parental attachment relationships
may help prevent excessive gaming behavior among vulnerable young gamers.
Originality/value
This study addresses the gap in the understanding of parental attachment features related to
excessive gaming among different genders. It also establishes the role of the intervening mechanism
of a child’s self-control in regulating behavior in relation to excessive gaming in the Indian context.
Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/YC-01-2020-

1090/full/html
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PROF. ANAND NARASIMHA

Research Interests: Brand Management, Marketing Communications,
Consumer Culture, Shopper Marketing, and Creativity & Innovation

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Is Instagram is an effective Platform to build Brand Equity? A study among
Indian youth
Narasimha, A., Moovendhan, V., & Manoharam, M.,(2021). Is Instagram is an effective
Platform to build Brand Equity? A study among Indian youth. International Journal of Culture
and Business Management, 53-65.

Abstract:
Instagram generally perceived to be a brand engagement than brand awareness medium. The
research aimed at investigating the most influencing variable among various brand equity concepts
such as brand awareness, brand association, brand loyalty and perceived quality of Instagram users
in India. Though numerous researches explored Facebook and Twitter users on this context, there is
little research on Instagram despite being the emerging visual communication medium. The result of
this survey-based research indicates that young users perceive the brand circulated on Instagram as
quality, followed by brand loyalty and brand association. The brand awareness had a subtle
relationship with overall brand equity, and this result asserts that Instagram is perceived as better of
brand engagement tool than brand awareness medium while building brand equity for a product.

Lint to Article: https://www.inderscienceonline.com/doi/abs/10.1504/IJICBM.2021.112604
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DR. ATISH CHATTOPADHYAY

Research Interest: Marketing, Shopper Marketing and Business Education

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Book Chapters:
1. Challenges of Managing Business, social and ecological systems.
Chattopadhyay.A., Hommel,A., (2021). Deinstitutionalization of Management
Education in the Post-Pandemic World: East-West Perspectives. Challenges of
Managing Business, social and ecological systems.
Abstract:
Under the dual-layered process of slow but highly probably changes such as evolving demographic,
technological and knowledge consumption pattern, and high impact but low probability occurrence
of COVID-19 type of disruption, the business school sector is transitioning from full-service offering
to eco system driven unbundled services. This transformation is influenced by the academic cocreation of the institution and the agility of its links to the network members. The article envisions
different possible scenarios of how the existing business model of management institutes will be
impacted.
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2. Fireside Chat with three Vice Chancellors from Three Continents: Reimagining Higher Education in Emerging Economies.
Chattopadhyay, A., Kupe, T., Schatzer, N. F., & Mogaji, E. (2022). Fireside Chat with Three
vice chancellors from Three continents: Re-imagining higher education in Emerging
economies. In Re-imagining Educational Futures in Developing Countries (pp. 85-96).
Palgrave Macmillan, Cham.

Abstract:
This chapter reflects and synthesizes conversations with vice chancellors, from three different
universities across three different countries, in a global fireside chat on re-imagining higher
education in emerging economies, in the wake of the global pandemic. The VCs shared their
experiences of the impact of the pandemic on their universities and what they think are important
for present and future consideration in redefining higher education. University leaders were asked
to share their activities pre-pandemic, during the pandemic and post-pandemic within their own
universities. Leaders’ thoughts about the pandemic, future changes in higher education and possible
action plans were captured during the chat and synthesized into seven key points. These points
highlight the need for universities in emerging economies to recognize their inherent challenges and
explore opportunities for development, global partnership, alternative sources of income and
digitalization of teaching and learning.
Link to Article: https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-88234-1_5
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DR. KAMALIKA CHAKRABORTY

Research Interests: Entrepreneurship, Strategy work for marginal actors.

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Customer reciprocity in greening: the role of service quality
Basu, D., Chakraborty, K., Mitra, S., & Verma, N. K. (2021). Customer reciprocity in greening:
the role of service quality. International Journal of Quality and Service Sciences.

Abstract:
PURPOSE
Firms are increasingly making customers key stakeholders in their greening processes, requiring
them to voluntarily use their resources to benefit the firm. In this context, this paper develops a new
construct – tangible customer citizenship behaviour (CCB), i.e. voluntary participation of customer in
operational processes of the company beyond normal requirements of exchange. This requires more
involvement than the already documented intangible CCB. The purpose of the paper is to then
explore whether service quality (SQ) (online and offline) influences such voluntary customer
reciprocity in greening.
DESIGN/METHODOLOGY/APPROACH
This study used a virtual survey among 400 customers of e-commerce firms that have adopted
greening practices requiring customer engagement and regressions were used to test the
hypotheses.
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FINDINGS
The authors find that both online and offline SQ positively impact intangible CCB but have no impact
on customer greening reciprocity (tangible CCB). Additionally, the authors find that offline SQ
positively impacts customer greening awareness. However, in spite of the presence of greening
awareness and display of intangible CCB, SQ does not have any impact on greening reciprocity.
ORIGINALITY/VALUE
This study introduces to literature a more tangible form of voluntary behaviour on the part of the
customer, i.e. tangible CCB or reciprocity. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, it is also one of the
first to study the customer as an important stakeholder and participant in a business-to-consumer
firm’s operating processes, particularly in greening which has no direct impact on the firm’s core
offering. The focus on greening in the Indian context is also novel given the greening costs and
requirements and the price competition are very different in emerging market contexts where ecommerce firms are experiencing the maximum growth.
Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/IJQSS-08-20210116/full/html?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=rss_journalLatest

2. AZURE: Building an online influencer community for growing Platform
business
Chakraborty, K., & Sivagnanasundaram, M., Sharma. S,. et al. (2021). Azure: Building an
Online Influencer Community for Growing Platform Business. Asian Case Research Journal, 118.

Abstract:
In November 2019, Anand, Founder of Azure, was reviewing the progress the company. Azure is an
aspiring influencer marketing (IM) platform which connects social media influencer marketing (IM)
platform which connects social media influencers and brands for creating marketing campaigns.
Link to Article: https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S0218927521500139
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DR. KRISHNA TEJA

Research Interests: Marketing Analytics, Political Marketing and Consumer
Behavior.

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:
1. Analysis of the literature on political
marketing using a bibliometric approach
Perannagari, K. T., & Chakrabarti, S. (2020). Analysis of the literature on political marketing using a
bibliometric approach. Journal of Public Affairs, 20(1), e2019.

Abstract:
The current study presents a quantitative investigation of the literature on political marketing using
a bibliometric approach. This study has analyzed 214 documents collected from the Web of Science
database for the period between 1996 and 2018 using VOSviewer software and bibliometrix R
package. Based on the insights gained from the analysis, the authors discuss the structural
characteristics of various scientific agents involved in the publication process. The results of this
study indicate that the literature on political marketing is highly fragmented and is still in its nascent
stages. It further stresses the need to improve collaboration among researchers and promote this
discipline within the research community.
Link to Article: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/pa.2019
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Book Chapter:
1. Recent Trends in Digital Infrastructure in India. In Infrastructure Planning
and Management in India
Perannagari, K. T., & Gupta, V. (2022). Recent Trends in Digital Infrastructure in India.
In Infrastructure Planning and Management in India (pp. 187-201). Springer, Singapore.

Abstract:
In the modern era, digital infrastructure plays a vital role in the economic development of a country
and is recognised as a key contribution factor for fourth industrial development. Despite the
increasing dependence of economic activities on digital infrastructure, emerging economies are
struggling in their efforts to build a robust digital infrastructure due to weak affordability index and
lack of coordination between various stakeholders. The current chapter discusses India's digital
transformation, highlighting the various programs and initiatives taken by the Indian government to
foster the goal of Digital India. The authors also shed light on recent technological trends influencing
the development of digital infrastructure and suggest measures to encourage the adoption of latest
technology and promote investments in digital infrastructure projects.

Link to Book: https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-981-16-8837-9_11
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PROF. RAJESH KUMAR

Research Interests: Digital business and service recovery, Sales and Services.

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:
1. Barriers to Service Recovery in B2B Markets: A TISM Approach
Baliga, A. J., Chawla, V., & Kumar, R. (2021). Barriers to service recovery in B2B markets: a
TISM approach in the context of IT-based services. Journal of Business & Industrial
Marketing.

Abstract:
PURPOSE
To address service failure issues, scholars have recognized several service recovery (SR) mechanisms.
However, there exist many barriers that retard an effective SR process, and those often lead to
negative consequences. Although this is a generic problem applicable across markets, it becomes
critical in B2B markets, as they deal with high impact and corporate customers. The purpose of this
paper is to identify these SR barriers in B2B markets and explore their linkages toward identifying
the key driving barriers.

DESIGN/METHODOLOGY/APPROACH
A four-phased methodology to address this call in the IT services industry was used. First, the
identification phase led to the selection of 27 barriers based on literature. Second, in the
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prioritization phase, 12 salient barriers were prioritized with the help of an expert panel. Third, in
the modelling phase, the total interpretive structural modelling (TISM) technique was used to
examine the mutual influences among these barriers toward modelling their linkages using a
digraph. Finally, in the classification phase, these barriers were graphically plotted and classified into
four quadrants based on their dependence and driving powers by using Matriced Impacts Croisés
Multiplication Appliquée á un Classement (MICMAC) analysis.

FINDINGS
Two strategic barriers, namely, technology obsolescence and poor top management commitment,
presented the strongest challenges against effective SR, as they were least dependent on other
barriers and exerted strong influence over the operational barriers to executing SR.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
Because the strategic level barriers, exerting strong influence against effective SR, arise from the
strategic choices of board and the C-suite, this paper helps them anticipate the recovery-related
after effects of their choices, thus helping them in making better decisions.

ORIGINALITY/VALUE
This paper contributes to research as it is first of its kind to explore and link SR barriers in B2B
markets.
Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/JBIM-02-20200112/full/html
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DR. RATAN KUMAR

Research Interests: Personal Branding (Online and Offline),Social Media
Marketing, Social Selling, B2B Marketing

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Modelling factors of social media usage by B2B salespersons: an emerging
market study
Kumar, R., & Srivastava, V. (2022). Modelling factors of social media usage by B2B
salespersons: an emerging market study. Journal of Business & Industrial Marketing.

Abstract
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to extend and contribute to the evolving phenomenon of social media
usage by business-to-business (B2B) salespersons. It draws on the interactional psychology model
and extended technology acceptance model to explore the said phenomenon.
Design/methodology/approach
A survey-based quantitative study was carried out. Responses were gathered through a selfadministered and structured questionnaire, from 218 B2B salespersons who were pooled in using
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purposive and snowball sampling. The final data set was subjected to partial least squares-based
structural equation modelling using WarpPLS 7.0.
Findings
This study found that individual factors, namely, salesperson’s social media competence and sales
capabilities; organizational factors, namely, organizational commitment and organizational
competence; and social factors, namely, image, result demonstrability and subjective norms,
contribute positively and significantly towards social media usage by B2B salespeople. The study also
found that the impact of individual factors on intention to use social media was partially mediated
by its perceived usefulness, while in the case of organizational and social factors, the impact was
fully mediated by its perceived ease of use.
Research limitations/implications
This study provides a valuable addition to the existing literature on sales and social media; however,
the contextualization cannot be ignored.
Practical implications
This study enables firms to understand various factors affecting salespeople’ perception of social
media and to make them appreciate its usage in improving sales performance and customer
satisfaction.
Originality/value
It is the first study that models the factors of salespeople’s usage of social media in their job at three
levels, namely, individual, organizational and social, and establishes the link between B2B
salespersons’ perceived usefulness of social media, sales capabilities, social media competence and
intention to use social media.
Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/JBIM-04-20210235/full/html
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DR. M. SIVAGNANASUNDARAM

Research Interests: Measuring marketing Performance, Choice modelling,
Impulse purchase, and Consumer evaluation of user reviews.
Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. AZURE: Building an online influencer community for growing Platform
business
Chakraborty, K., & Sivagnanasundaram, M., Sharma. S,. et al. (2021). Azure: Building an
Online Influencer Community for Growing Platform Business. Asian Case Research Journal, 118.

Abstract:
In November 2019, Anand, Founder of Azure, was reviewing the progress the company. Azure is an
aspiring influencer marketing (IM) platform which connects social media influencer marketing (IM)
platform which connects social media influencers and brands for creating marketing campaigns.
Link to Article: https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S0218927521500139
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ANALYTICS AND DIGITAL BUSINESS AREA
PROF. S. CHANDRASEKHAR

Research Ineterest: Financial Analytics

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:
1. Advancing Female Corporate Leadership: A Comparative Analysis of
Female Versus Male Leadership Behaviour in India
Jacob, N., & Chandrasekhar, S. (2021). Advancing Female Corporate Leadership: A
Comparative Analysis of Female Versus Male Leadership Behaviour in India. Millennial Asia,
09763996211048988.

Abstract:
This article investigates whether women managers possess any specific leadership attributes which
will enable them to be promoted to leadership positions on merit grounds. It also examines whether
women encounter barriers, which impede their progress to the top. Data for our study were
collected from a sample of 372 managers in leadership positions across India, half of whom were
women and the other half were men. The survey was done through the administration of a 21-item
questionnaire developed by the authors. Through the application of decision tree analysis, logistic
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regression analysis and discriminant analysis, we arrived at findings that have reasonable predictive
accuracy.
Our results suggest that women managers in leadership positions are significantly more likely to get
reticent team members to participate at meetings than their male counterparts. This is our principal
finding. This is significant, given that contemporary leadership emphasizes inclusivity and distributed
leadership. This is because, as our data shows, while women managers are as good as men, they
additionally possess an attribute which makes them better suited than men as leaders.
Another finding is that many women leaders differ from men in that they often struggle with work–
life balance challenges. The suggestion is that companies could offer more options to women to
achieve work–life balance. The third finding is that women leaders are perceived as more
empathetic than men. The implication is that all of these constitute business arguments favouring
organizational support for competent women managers advancing to leadership positions. Data are
from India, focussing on Indian managerial leadership.
Link to Article:
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/09763996211048988?journalCode=mlaa

Patents Filed in India:
1. A Method and System for Company Valuation
2. System and method to provide information pertaining to credit rating
transitions of corporates in real-time.
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PROF. SHIPRA PANDEY

Research Interests: Supply Chain Management, Operations Strategy,
Digital Supply Chain /Supply Chain 4.0.

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Supply chain risks in Industry 4.0 environment: review and analysis
framework.
Pandey, S., Singh, R. K., & Gunasekaran, A. (2021). Supply chain risks in Industry 4.0
environment: review and analysis framework. Production Planning & Control, 1-28.

Abstract:
In Industry 4.0 environment, supply chains have become prone to various risks due to rapid
globalization and process digitalization. The uncertainties and unplanned and unnatural events that
are internal to supply chain networks and external to the environment of a firm pertaining to global
supply chains are regarded as supply chain risks. The objective of this study is to identify and analyze
the various emerging supply chain risks for strategy formulation in Industry 4.0 environment. Based
on a systematic literature review and experts’ opinion, different supply chain risks in the present
business environment have been analyzed. Major identified risks are operational and manufacturing
process risk, behavioural risk, demand risk, governmental and organisational risk, system risk,
financial risk, product recovery risk, social and environmental risk, supply risk, disruption risk, cyber
security, and safety risk. For developing risk mitigation strategies, risk prioritization is very important.
Sufficient research has not been done on ranking and categorization of these risks in the Industry 4.0
environment. Therefore, this study has tried to rank these emerging supply chain risks by the
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Technique for Order Preferences by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) approach. These risks are
further categorized as cause and effect using a Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory
(DEMATEL). This classification of risks will facilitate top management of the organization in
formulating strategies for risk mitigations in the Industry 4.0 environment. The findings of the study
imply that supply chain managers should focus on disruption risk; cyber security and safety risk in the
current Industry 4.0 environment. As supply chain risk management is an emerging research area in
Industry 4.0 environment, the findings of this study will be very useful for industry professionals and
researchers for further studies.
Link to Article: https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09537287.2021.2005173

2. Cyber security risks in globalized supply chains: Conceptual framework
Pandey, S., Singh, R. K., Gunasekaran, A., & Kaushik, A. (2020). Cyber security risks in
globalized supply chains: conceptual framework. Journal of Global Operations and Strategic
Sourcing.

Abstract:
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to examine cyber security risks in globalized supply chains (SCs). It has
been seen to have a greater impact on the performance of SCs. The information and communication
technology of a firm, which enhances the efficiency and effectiveness in the SC, could
simultaneously be the cause of vulnerabilities and exposure to security threats. Researchers have
primarily focussed on the cyber-physical system (CPS) vulnerabilities impacting SC. This paper tries to
categorize the cyber security risks occurring because of the SCs operating in CPS.
Design/methodology/approach
Based on the flow of information along the upstream and downstream SC, this paper tries to identify
cyber security risks in the global SCs. It has further tried to categorize these cyber security risks from
a strategic point of view.
Findings
This paper tries to identify the various cyber security risk and cyber-attacks in globalized SC for
improving the performance. The 16 cyber security risks have been categorized into three categories,
namely, supply risk, operational risk and demand risk. The paper proposes a framework consisting of
different cyber-attacks across the information that flows in global SCs along-with suitable mitigation
strategies.
Research limitations/implications
The paper presents the conceptual model of cyber security risks and cyber-attacks in globalized SCs
based on literature review and industry experts. Further validation and scale development of these
risks can be done through empirical study.
Practical implications
This paper provides significant managerial insights by developing a framework for understanding the
cyber security risks in terms of the drivers of these risks and how to deal with them. From a
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managerial perspective, this framework can be used as a decision-making process while considering
different cyber security risks across the stages of globalized SCs.
Originality/value
The major contribution of this study is the identification and categorization of cyber security risks
across the global SCs in the digital age. Thus, this paper introduces a new phenomenon to the field
of management that has the potential to investigate new areas of future research. Based on the
categorization, the paper provides insights on how cyber security risks impact the continuity of SC
operations.
Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/JGOSS-05-20190042/full/html
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DR. SUPRIYO GHOSE

Research Interests: Predictive Analytics, Machine Learning and DecisionMaking Science

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Growth Indices and Their Co-integration: A Correlation Analysis
Ghose,S., Iyengar,P., Raja,G.A., et al.(2021). Growth Indices and their Co-integration: A
Correlation. Empirical Economics Letters.

Abstract:
This study tries to investigate the co-integration of India with the global stock markets like the
United States, Japan, and the United Kingdom. The study employed the daily and the monthly stock
prices from Feb 2016 to Jan 2018 of NIFTY 50, Dow Jones, NIKKEI, and FTSE, and forecasted from Feb
2018 to Nov 2018 using ADF Test. Using the Pearson Correlation Test and the Johansen cointegration
test, the study observed that the global integration between the stock prices of India and the US
markets are positively correlated while the returns are not. Further, the findings reveal that all the
four indices are co-integrated among each other.

Link to Article: http://www.eel.my100megs.com/volume-20-number-7.htm
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2. E-commerce in India and the impact of COVID-19
Ghose,S., Sudineni, Y., Vasimalai,A., Vankamamidi, A, Schin, R. (2021). E-commerce in
India and the impact of COVID-19. Indian Journal of Economics and Business
Abstract:
The advent of smartphones and growth of the internet has completely transformed shopping
experience. Online shopping is a rapidly growing phenomenon in India, enabling customers to shop
at their convenience. To ensure continued growth of online shopping, understanding factors which
influence customer satisfaction becomes paramount. The purpose of this research is to explore the
key factors which influence consumers’ online shopping behaviour. Also, e-commerce industry is
majorly impacted due to COVID-19. This research looks into consumers’ shopping behaviour during
COVID-19 pandemic. By collecting data from online shoppers and analysing it, we found out the
main factors which influence customers purchasing online. By comparing the shopping behaviour
before and during COVID-19 lockdown, we were able to discern the changes in online shopping due
to the pandemic. Our study will be helpful to understand the factors influencing e-commerce in
India, and also in the context of COVID-19.
Link to Article: http://www.ashwinanokha.com/resources/v20-4--21-41--supriro%20ghose.pdf
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DR. SUNDAR RAJ VIJAYANAGAR

Areas of Interest: Operations Management, Digital Transformation

CONSULTING:
1. Dr. Sundar was the lead advisor to the Government of Karnataka (the state
in which JAGSOM is located) on modelling the spread of COVID and building
predictive models for mitigation of COVID-19.
2. Dr. Sundar is engaged in a consulting project at MachineryMax.com, a San
Francisco based company, as Chief Digital Officer. MachineryMax is an
innovative web auction platform dedicated to expanding the options of
available buyers and sellers of machinery by providing a cost effective, seller
managed auction solution.
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FINANCE AREA

DR. AKHILESH PRASAD

Research Interests: Quantitative Finance

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:
1. The Impact of the U.S. Macroeconomic Variables on the CBOE VIX Index.
Prasad, A., Bakhshi, P., & Seetharaman, A. (2022). The Impact of the US Macroeconomic
Variables on the CBOE VIX Index. Journal of Risk and Financial Management, 15(3), 126.
Abstract:
The purpose of this study is to find the influence of various macroeconomic factors on the volatility
index, as macroeconomic factors affect stock market volatility, resulting in an impact on the VIX
Index, representing the risk in the stock market. To estimate the significance and importance of the
U.S. macroeconomic variables on stock market volatility and risk, classification problems from
machine learning are constructed to predict the daily and weekly trends of the VIX Index. Data from
May 2007 to December 2021 is considered for analysis. The selected models are trained with
twenty-four daily features and twenty-four plus nine weekly features. The outcomes suggest that
the decisions made by the Light GBM and XG Boost on ranking features can be significantly accepted
over logistic regression. It is found from the results that economic policy uncertainty indices, gold
price, the USD Index, and crude oil are signified as strong predictors. The Financial Stress Index,
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initial claims, M2, TED spread, Fed rate, and credit spread are also strong predictors, while various
yields on fixed income securities make a little less impact on the VIX Index. The TED spread, Financial
Stress Index, and Equity Market Volatility (Infectious Disease Tracker) are positively associated with
the VIX.
Link to Article: https://www.mdpi.com/1911-8074/15/3/126

2. Importance of Machine Learning in Making Investment Decision in Stock
Market
Prasad, A., & Seetharaman, A. (2021). Importance of Machine Learning in Making
Investment Decision in Stock Market. Vikalpa, 46(4), 209-222.

Abstract:
Predicting stock trends in the financial market is always demanding but satisfying as well.
With the growing power of computing and the recent development of graphics processing
unit and tensor processing unit, analysts and researchers are applying advanced techniques
such as machine learning techniques more and more to predict stock price trends. In recent
years, researchers have developed several algorithms to predict stock trends. To assist
investors interested in investing in the stock market, preferably for a short period, it has
become necessary to review research papers dealing on machine learning and analyse the
importance of their findings in the context of how stock price trends generate trading
signals. In this article, to achieve the stated task, authors scrutinized more than 50 research
papers focusing on various machine learning algorithms with varied levels of input variables
and found that though the performance of models measured by root-mean-square error
(RMSE) for regression and accuracy score for classification models varied greatly, long shortterm memory (LSTM) model displayed higher accuracy amongst the machine and deep
learning models reviewed. However, reinforcement learning algorithm performance
measured by profitability and Sharpe ratio outperformed all. In general, traders can
maximize their profits by using machine learning instead of using technical analysis.
Technical analysis is very easy to implement, but the profit based on it can vanish too soon
or making a profit using technical analysis is almost difficult because of its simplicity. Hence,
studying machine, deep and reinforcement learning algorithms is vital for traders and
investors. These findings were based on the literature review consolidated in the result
section.
Link to Article:
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/02560909211059992#:~:text=In%20general
%2C%20traders%20can%20maximize,difficult%20because%20of%20its%20simplicity
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PROF. JITENDER KUMAR:

Research Interests: Capital Markets

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:
1. A study of revenue model for monetization of the digital asset
Kumar, J., Kukkillaya, A.V., Lohitha, M.N.,et al. (2021). A study of revenue model for
monetization of the digital asset. Int. J. of Business Innovation and Research.

Abstract:
The primary purpose of the research is to identify the sustainable revenue model when an
automobile company wants to digitize its mobility services using a digital asset and
transform. In order to be a profitable business in the long run after setting up the business
or transformation, there need to be a precise and definite plan on where one’s revenues are
coming from. Hence, finding a revenue model is imperative and should be the first step of a
business plan and thus revenue model is an important part of the business model.
Therefore, the present study tries to identify and validate the suitable revenue model in the
need of changing the course of a business and to find the tipping point of the customers.
The factor analysis is employed on the primary data collected. Moreover, using the publicly
available data, the various revenue models of the companies were studied before and after
the transformation, also after the implementation of the different revenue model. Based on
the interpretations from the primary data for the tipping point, online sales with some
offline touch points are preferred. The consumers vote quality and safety as utmost
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importance. It can be using an appropriate revenue model indeed helps in improving the
revenue of the company. It is crucial to understand the importance of digital transformation
in the present rapidly changing digital age and the automotive industry to sustain in the
market in long term should adopt these trends as the customers are emerging as value cocreators. The Software as a service (SaaS) revenue model is recommended for the
incorporation of mobility services digitally upon studying the trends in the automotive
industry in the digital age.
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DR. KAVYA BALAKRISHNAN
Research Fellow

Research Interests: Income inequality, Corporate Finance, Financial
Globalization.

Select Research Publication Details are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:
1. Growth Indices and their Co-integration: A Correlation Analysis
Ghose,S., Iyengar,P., Raja,G.A., et al.(2021). Growth Indices and their Co-integration: A
Correlation. Empirical Economics Letters.

Abstract:
This study tries to investigate the co-integration of India with the global stock markets like the
United States, Japan, and the United Kingdom. The study employed the daily and the monthly stock
prices from Feb 2016 to Jan 2018 of NIFTY 50, Dow Jones, NIKKEI, and FTSE, and forecasted from Feb
2018 to Nov 2018 using ADF Test. Using the Pearson Correlation Test and the Johansen cointegration
test, the study observed that the global integration between the stock prices of India and the US
markets are positively correlated while the returns are not. Further, the findings reveal that all the
four indices are co-integrated among each other.
Link to Article: http://www.eel.my100megs.com/volume-20-number-7.htm
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2. Economic Development, Financial Development, And Income Inequality
Nexus
Kavya, T. B., & Shijin, S. (2020). Economic development, financial development, and income
inequality nexus. Borsa Istanbul Review, 20(1), 80-93.

Abstract:
Income inequality has gained prominence by exacerbating the economic stability of both developed
and developing countries over the past few decades. The intensity of this issue is non-trivial with
economies witnessing failure in policies, indecorous economic governance, and the challenging
economic ideologies. The present study examines the interconnection between economic
development and financial development on income inequality, considering Kuznets hypothesis,
Greenwood and Jovanovic hypothesis and the new specification by Baiardi and Morana, using
unbalanced dynamic panel GMM estimation models. Following revised country classification given
by International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 2016, the study includes an unbalanced panel of 85
countries consisting of 28 high-income, 41 middle-income, and 16 low-income countries for the
period ranging from 1984 to 2014. The findings of the study reveal that there is no clear-cut
evidence to support the proposition of economic development along with financial growth, which
would reduce the problem of income inequality. Moreover, in most advanced or highly developed
high-income countries also do not enjoy the benefits of financial development.
Link to Article: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214845019302923
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DR. LAXMI GORITIYAL
General Manager, Incubation & Internship

Research Interests: Small & Medium Enterprises, Make in India, Ease of doing
business, Good & Service Tax, Fintech, Crypto currencies.

Select Research Publication Details are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Global Trends and Advantages/Disadvantages of Trading in Index Futures
vs ETFs
Bairolu, A. S., & Goritiyal, L. (2021). Indices-Global Trends and Advantages/Disadvantages of
Trading in Index Futures vs ETFs. Pacific Business Review International, 127-137.

Abstract:
Indices have been a consequence and incident of human and market sentiments. The stakeholders
pertaining to the markets have their way of influencing the buying and selling decisions of
individuals in general, also called the traders. The traders' community consists of two types of
personas Active and the Passive traders. This paper is a reference for the individuals who have a
perfect understanding of the tools required as the active traders and as a guide for the people
whose major buying or selling decision is dependent on the active trader's prediction the passive
ones. Triggering of major events and policy decisions lead to changes in markets and
how technology, social media and current pandemic is facilitating these changes is a major cause.
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This paper will highlight major global trends with regards to Indices and list the advantages and
disadvantages in trading in Index futures and ETFs that can become a handbook for future traders
leading to a smooth transition from passive to active traders. The second part includes the influence
of social media and current Covid-19 situation trends in the market. The final phase describes
the analysis done by a research paper titled- "Equity ETFs versus Index Futures A Comparison for
Fully Funded Investors" by Ananth Madhavan, Ursula Marchioni, Wei Li, and Daphne Yan Du [1] and
the current work will leverage the work given in the mentioned paper.
Link to Article: https://pesquisa.bvsalud.org/global-literature-on-novel-coronavirus-2019ncov/resource/pt/covidwho-1464305

2. A Study on Indian Aviation Sector Opportunities - With Special Reference
to Commercial & Defence Aviation
Chandravadan, G., & Laxmi, G. (2020, July). A Study on Indian Aviation Sector OpportunitiesWith Special Reference to Commercial & Defence Aviation. In 2020 Fourth World Conference
on Smart Trends in Systems, Security and Sustainability (WorldS4) (pp. 53-57). IEEE.

Abstract:
Aviation and Aerospace sector is coming up as a great opportunity in coming years. With big
ticket Aircrafts orders from Indian carriers such as Indigo, SpiceJet and current emphasis on Powered
by Hour contracts (PBH), many of the aerospace services and manufacturing activities are expected
to be performed within India. Similarly, in Defence Aerospace also many opportunities exist as
India's Defense capex spends are continuously rising. This creates an opportunity in this sector for
new entrepreneurs as well as existing aerospace service providers. The research paper mainly
emphasizes on what and which kind of business opportunities are existing in the present aerospace
market. It also discusses about Civil and Defence Aerospace MRO industry. It discusses `Make in
India' initiative benefits for aerospace products manufacturing. Interviews were taken from the
people associated with civil and defence aerospace Industry. These views along with specific
opportunities discuss in this research article will be helpful for existing as well as future
entrepreneurs for considering this sector for investment as well as potential growth.
Link to Article: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9210348

3. Global Trends and Advantages/Disadvantages of Trading in Index Futures
vs ETFs
Bairolu, A. S., & Goritiyal, L. (2021). Indices-Global Trends and Advantages/Disadvantages of
Trading in Index Futures vs ETFs. Pacific Business Review International, 127-137.

Abstract:
Indices have been a consequence and incident of human and market sentiments. The stakeholders
pertaining to the markets have their way of influencing the buying and selling decisions of
individuals in general, also called the traders. The traders' community consists of two types of
personas Active and the Passive traders. This paper is a reference for the individuals who have a
perfect understanding of the tools required as the active traders and as a guide for the people
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whose major buying or selling decision is dependent on the active trader's prediction the passive
ones. Triggering of major events and policy decisions lead to changes in markets and
how technology, social media and current pandemic is facilitating these changes is a major cause.
This paper will highlight major global trends with regards to Indices and list the advantages and
disadvantages in trading in Index futures and ETFs that can become a handbook for future traders
leading to a smooth transition from passive to active traders. The second part includes the influence
of social media and current Covid-19 situation trends in the market. The final phase describes
the analysis done by a research paper titled- "Equity ETFs versus Index Futures A Comparison for
Fully Funded Investors" by Ananth Madhavan, Ursula Marchioni, Wei Li, and Daphne Yan Du [1] and
the current work will leverage the work given in the mentioned paper.
Link to Article: https://pesquisa.bvsalud.org/global-literature-on-novel-coronavirus-2019ncov/resource/pt/covidwho-1464305

4. An Entrepreneurial Opportunity in Civil Aviation & Defence Aerospace
Sector in India
Goritiyal, C., & Goritiyal, L. (2020). An Entrepreneurial Opportunity in Civil Aviation &
Defence Aerospace Sector in India. Pacific Business Review International, 126-132.
Abstract:
Aviation and Aerospace sector is coming up as a great opportunity in coming years despite Covid 19
issue. One can very well ignore the failure of Jet Airways and Kingfisher Airlines in India as
opportunity of growth is tremendous in India. The country is set to become 3rd
largest aviation market by the end of 2020. With big ticket Aircrafts orders from Indian carriers such
as Indigo, SpiceJet and current emphasis on Powered by Hour contracts (PBH), many of the
aerospace services and manufacturing activities are expected to be performed within India. This
creates an opportunity in this sector for new entrepreneurs as well as existing aerospace service
providers. Civil aerospace sector expected continuously to grow by 10-15% in India which already
evident from past 15 years' growth records of this sector. Similarly, in Defence Aerospace also many
opportunities exist as India's Defense spends are continuously rising. There are from
Design solution to actual modification of defence aircraft in order to meet modern Data acquisition
and combat requirement. Many of the components can be manufactured in India subjected to
developing R&D with the help of Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) or on Own.
Here government ensured that the OEM will be supporting the Indian Company due to offset
obligation. This sector has already given many opportunities to entrepreneurs. These opportunities
range from small component manufacturing in India to big Airframe parts. Also in service sector
starting from providing ground services to provide critical design services for aircraft manufacturing
companies. Such opportunities need to be taken up in India at current time as many of these areas
are untapped so far and hence Entrepreneurs can be used the same for their growth as well as
create job opportunities. The research paper mainly emphasizes on what and which kind
of business opportunities exist in the present aerospace market? It also discusses about whether
Civil and Defence Aerospace/ Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul (MRO) industry should be considered
as a big investment opportunity in India? Does the current, 'Make in India' initiative
by government of India is also expected to provide further boost to aerospace products
manufacturing? Primary research in the form of interviews was taken from the people associated
with civil and defence aerospace Industry. These views along with specific opportunities discuss in
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this research article will be helpful for existing as well as future entrepreneurs for considering this
sector for investment as well as potential growth.

Link to Article: https://pesquisa.bvsalud.org/global-literature-on-novel-coronavirus-2019ncov/resource/pt/covidwho-864136
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DR. KEWAL SINGH

Research Interests: Corporate Finance, Infrastructure Finance and Financial
Accounting.

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Testing factor models in an emerging market: Evidence from India.
Singh, K., Singh, A., & Prakash, P. (2022). Testing factor models in an emerging
market: evidence from India. International Journal of Managerial Finance.

Abstract
Purpose
This paper aims to investigate the explanatory power of the Fama-French five-factor model and
compares it to the other asset pricing models. In addition, the paper examines the contributions of
two additional factors: profitability and investment factor. The authors test the alternative fourfactor models.
Design/methodology/approach
The authors use stock returns data of BSE-500 listed firms for the Indian market, an emerging
market, from 1999 to 2020, thus covering the post-Asian crisis and pre- and post-financial crisis
(2007–2008) periods. The authors employ 75 and 96 portfolios based on different factors. To check
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the performance of asset pricing models, the authors also used the GRS F-statistics and factor
spanning tests.
Findings
The authors find that the five-factor model and alternative four-factor model outperform the threefactor model. Contrary to the findings for the US, but similar to the Chinese stock market, the value
factor is significant for the Indian stock market. Simultaneously, the authors also find that the
investment factor has no explanatory power in the presence of the profitability factor in their
sample.
Originality/value
To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the most comprehensive study using data more than
two decades. These results are based on 75 (25 × 3) portfolios based on size, value, profitability and
investment. The authors also tested these results based on 96 (32 × 3) portfolios to check
robustness, and these results still hold. Furthermore, the authors find that factors based on 2 × 3
sorting have higher explanatory power than those based on 2 × 2 and 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 sorting.
Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/IJMF-05-20210245/full/html

2. Estimation of cost of equity for unregulated energy and infrastructure
sectors in India
Singh, K., Singh, A.,& Punith, P.(2022). Estimating the cost of equity for the regulated
energy and infrastructure sectors in India. Utility Policy.74.

Abstract:
The cost of equity capital is a key input used by regulators to fix permissible rates of return and
determine regulated tariffs. Investors also need an appropriate hurdle rate to make investment
decisions. Regulators worldwide often use a single-factor model to estimate the cost of equity. The
empirical literature shows that such a model has limited efficacy in explaining stock returns, while
other factors also capture the risk involved in the market. This study is perhaps the first to apply
three asset pricing models—the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) and the Fama-French three- and
five-factor models—to estimate the cost of equity for the Indian energy and infrastructure sectors.
We find that the reasonable rate of return fixed by the respective regulator based on the CAPM is
often higher than this study's estimated cost of equity (using CAPM). The spread between the
regulated return across the identified energy and infrastructure sectors is estimated using a singlefactor model, and our estimation using the three-factor model is relatively lower. The spread
increases when we apply the recent five-factor model for regulated utilities. The study can guide
policymakers and regulators in estimating and fixing reasonable rates of return for the infrastructure
sectors.
Link to Article: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0957178721001600
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PROF. POOJA GUPTA

Research Interests: Corporate Finance, Corporate Governance, Behavioral
Finance and Education

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:
1. Herding Behavior in the Indian Stock Market: An Empirical Study
Gupta, P.,Kohli, B., Herding Behavior in the Indian Stock Market : An Empirical
Study. Indian Journal of Finance. 5-7.
Abstract:
The herding behavior in financial markets indicates the process whereby the different participants of
the market trade in a similar direction simultaneously. This kind of trading pattern seems like a
consensus in the market. There are different reasons for herding to exist : to be part of a group, to
avoid the feeling of being left out, reaction to some kind of new information, etc. In this paper, we
tried to identify the existence of herding behavior in the Indian stock market. The markets were
examined over a time frame of the last 15 years to determine the existence of herding behavior at
various points of time. The three time periods selected for the study were 2003 – 2007 (pre financial crisis), 2008 – 2012 (sub-prime crisis), and 2013 – 2017 (post) crisis. The study used security
return dispersion as a substitute for herd behavior. In order to test the presence of herding
behavior, linear regression model using dummy variables was used. The evidence supported the
presence of herding in the Indian stock market during the financial crisis time period and the postcrisis period. In the pre - financial crisis period, there was no herding phenomenon observed.
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Link to Article: http://www.indianjournaloffinance.co.in/index.php/IJF/article/view/164495

2. Impact of Financial Ratios on Stock Price: Evidence from Indian Listed
Banks on NSE
Rane, N., & Gupta, P. (2021). Impact of Financial Ratios on Stock Price: Evidence from Indian
Listed Banks on NSE. REVISTA GEINTEC-GESTAO INOVACAO E TECNOLOGIAS, 11(4), 51325144.

Abstract:
This study aims to examine the impact of financial ratios on the stock prices of companies listed on
NIFTY Bank. Nifty Bank is a sub-index of NIFTY 50 and has various listed banks included based on the
criteria given by NSE. This study data has been taken from the period 2010-2019 and taken from the
company annual reports. The analysis is done using panel data regression and other tests to verify
the best model for the dataset. The results obtained from this study show that the capital adequacy
ratio and the dividend payout ratio do not impact the stock price. In contrast, earnings per share, net
NPA ratio, and basic earnings per share, net profit margin, and net interest margin exhibited a
relationship with the stock price. In the Indian context, there is less research available on this topic,
and the idea chosen for the study is original. Along with this, the data collected for the study and the
code used for analysis is original work. New investors can use the results of this study in the Indian
stock market to analyze a stock and take proper investment decisions. Another practical usage of
this study is that banking sector companies can improve their ratios to attract new investors
Link to Article: https://revistageintec.net/article/impact-of-financial-ratios-on-stock-price-evidencefrom-indian-listed-banks-on-nse/

3. Advanced IT Systems Limited: Case of Ethics and Conflicts of Interest
Patanjali, S., & Gupta, P. (2020). Advanced IT Systems Limited: Case of Ethics and Conflicts of
Interest. Asian Journal of Management Cases, 17(1), 9-16.

Abstract:
Advanced IT Systems Limited (AISL) was a family-owned software solutions and services company
based in Mumbai, and was in business for about 10 years. The chief executive officer (CEO) had
ambitions of growing the company into one of the large Indian IT companies. Apart from
concentrating on the business growth, the CEO with the help of his HR head introduced several
people-oriented policies and hoped that these would lay a good base for further growth of the
company.
The case describes a conflict of interest that got exposed when one particular business head was
championing a young computer science graduate for nomination as a high potential and accelerated
promotion but kept hidden that he was in a personal relationship with the lady.
Should such a relationship come in the way of the career progression of an individual who was
otherwise talented and deserved the promotion?
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The case covers issues of the setting of corporate ethical and cultural standards, leadership and
decision-making, policy and pragmatism, and of meeting client needs and organizational propriety.
Link to Article: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0972820119892703

4. The entry of a second generation at SK Enterprises: challenges and future
prospects
Panda, R., Gupta, P., & Sethi, M. (2020). The entry of a second generation at SK Enterprises:
challenges and future prospects. The CASE Journal.

Abstract:
Theoretical basis
The case discussion begins with an understanding of Davis’s three-circle model. It then leads toward
the key resources and challenges, by system and development stage as given by Gersick et al. (1997).
After understanding the family business system, the case delves into making the students understand
the circumplex model of the marital and family system. This matrix talks about the flexibility in the
business structure along with cohesion in the family unit. The case then gets into the discussion about
succession and the new generation joining the family business and the conflicts that may arise due to
the same. It might be imperative to bring out the different forms of conflict that may arise in the
family and business system. Researchers have identified three forms of conflict – task, process and
relationship (Mckee, Madden, Kellermans and Eddleston, 2014). As passing the baton would take
place next for this business in the case, the current generation needs to look at the future growth
strategy for the business. Here, the discussion refers to the exploitation and exploration matrix given
by Bergfeld and Weber (2011).
Research methodology
This is a primary data case. The data has been collected from SK Enterprises. Interviews were
conducted to arrive at the issues and challenges discussed in the case.
Case overview/synopsis
This case talks about the dilemma of a first-generation entrepreneur. Jatinder Agarwal was the
owner of SK Enterprises, a light-engineering firm manufacturing bright bars, engine parts and ceiling
fan shafts. He had set up the business in 1984. His brother, Ramesh was helping him in the business.
The business had prospered and grown from a single product manufacturing workshop in 1984 to
two factories manufacturing multiple light engineering products. In 2015, the business was doing
well and both Jatinder and Ramesh were excited to involve their respective sons, Pranav and Sanidh
in the business after completion of their education. The case is about the challenges faced by
Jatinder and Ramesh with the entry of a new generation. Jatinder and Ramesh were working in the
family business with an implied structure where the business was a sole proprietorship in the name
of Jatinder but the decisions were taken by both the brothers collectively. With the entry of the new
generation, Jatinder had to decide how to re-organize the business and avoid conflicts in the family.
He also had to take a decision regarding the future course of strategy, which would help the business
grow further.
Complexity academic level
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This case is about the dilemmas faced by a first-generation entrepreneur. The case can be taught in
an “entrepreneurship” course, in a post-graduate MBA program. This case can also be taught in a
family business program as part of the course on “Understanding Family Business – Managing
Paradoxes” or “Building Lasting Family Business – Synergy in Vision, Values and Strategy.” This case
can also be taught as part of a “business strategy” or “human resource management” in MBA or
executive MBA program in the first year.
Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/TCJ-08-2019-0072/full/html

5. Do Indian Stock Market Message Board Discussions Really Matter? A
Machine Learning-based Approach
Sethi, M., Gupta, P., Mukherjee, S., & Agrawal, S. (2020, November). Do Indian Stock Market
Message Board Discussions Really Matter? A Machine Learning-based Approach. In Financial
Issues in Emerging Economies: Special Issue Including Selected Papers from II International
Conference on Economics and Finance, 2019, Bengaluru, India. Emerald Publishing Limited.

Abstract:
Behavioral finance literature has long claimed that internet stock message boards can move
markets. In this chapter, the authors study more than 2,000 internet board messages posted across
finance message boards in India (Chittorgarh, etc.) for 110 companies that went for initial public
offering (IPO) in the last one year. This study has multi-fold objectives. First, the authors try to
identify the factors which lead to a discussion on an IPO stock in the message board. Second, the
authors identify the factors which differentiate a widely discussed stock from the less discussed
one. Next, the authors apply advanced machine learning technique to identify the topics which are
discussed in the message board through automatic topic modeling. The methodology used includes
a logistic regression model for identifying firm characteristics which leads to a probability of getting
stakeholders’ attention and hence more discussion. The authors also use advanced topic modeling
techniques to identify topics of discussion on the message boards through machine learning. The
authors find that larger sized firms, younger firms, firms with low leverage, and non-manufacturing
firms get discussed more and the topics of discussion relate to their financial statements, trading
strategies, stock behavior, and performance.
Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/S0196382120200000036010/full/html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Adva
nces_in_Austrian_Economics_TrendMD_1
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Case Study:
1. Fair and fair and Handsome - Nothing Fair

Abstract
SYNOPSIS
Emami’s Fair and Handsome had garnered a market share of over 60% from the time of its launch.
They had successfully created a “category” catering to the men conscious of their complexion. With
the sentiment against fairness plank and fairness products, Emami was at crossroads with its flagship
brand “Fair and Handsome” in Men’s grooming category. The company had lost the court battle
against Hindustan Unilever to rename their brand. The future for Fair and Handsome looked bleak.
TARGET AUDIENCE AND USAGE
This case study can be used as a part of a course on Product management, Product innovation,
Marketing management, Product portfolio management, Brand Management and Communication
and Product and Brand management. This case is designed for MBA level and Executive MBA level.
Link to Case: https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S0218927522500043?journalCode=acrj

2. Swadhaar: Self-Support through Financial Services
Abstract
Swadhaar FinServe Private Limited (Swadhaar), a non-banking financial company-microfinance
institution (NBFC-MFI), was set up in Mumbai, India in 2008 with the objective of providing the
urban poor with increased access to financial services. Swadhaar was a leading provider of financial
services to clients in several major states of India. Between 2009 and 2013, there were major
changes in the regulatory environment; some of these restricted the scope of MFIs and others
opened new business opportunities. Although Swadhaar was able to reach financial sustainability
with its existing business model, its founder was always looking at growth strategies to achieve her
mission. In late 2014, RBL Bank Ltd. offered to become a strategic investor in Swadhaar. In early
2015, Swadhaar's founder needed to decide whether or not to accept RBL Bank Ltd.'s proposal.
Link to Case: https://store.hbr.org/product/swadhaar-self-support-through-financialservices/W20036

3. Vakrangee: Anatomy of Stock Valuation
Abstract
A star fund manager at Principal First had been managing the company's information technology
fund for the previous six years. Under his management, the fund had consistently outperformed the
market, delivering a five-year compounded annual growth rate of 28 per cent. The exceptional
performance of the fund was due to an overexposed position in Vakrangee Limited, a mid-tier
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information technology company. The fund manager bought the stock in early October 2017 at
INR240. By January 2018, the stock reached a high of INR500. However, the fund manager did not
liquidate his position because he believed that there was still more value in the company. At the end
of January 2018, the stock plummeted, as did its net asset value, and the fund manager wondered
where he had gone wrong in his analysis.
Link to Case: https://store.hbr.org/product/swadhaar-self-support-through-financialservices/W20036
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PROF. PRASHANT GOYAL

Research Interests: Corporate Valuation, Entrepreneurial Finance and Valuation
of Start-ups.

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Blockchain Implementation in Government Offices: An
Innovation
Goyal,P., Balwani,N.,Tagore,A.,et.al.(2021). Blockchain Implementation in Government
Offices: An Innovation. Empirical Economics Letters.

Abstract:
This study aims at finding out the thought process of professionals in the government sector for the
implementation of Blockchain technology in the field of finance. Primary data have been collected
through a questionnaire and statistical analysis is done to understand the response curve. Important
findings of the survey were that the professionals are skeptical about the cost of initiating a
Blockchain technology initially. Nevertheless, they were ready for the change and understand that it
will increase the effectiveness of a system. The findings break the stereotypes that the government
employees do not understand new technologies and their impact on system effectiveness. Though
the technology is in an infancy implementation stage, this paper concludes that usage of Blockchain
technology in the government sector would positively impact the system.
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2. A Developmental Study To Create Use Cases To Address The Financial And
Other Relevant Issues Faced By Millennials Through Account Aggregation
Goyal, P., Krishna, A., Inuganti, E,et.al.(2021). A Developmental Study To Create Use
Cases To Address The Financial And Other Relevant Issues Faced By Millennials
Through Account Aggregation. Int. J. of Business Innovation and Research.
Abstract:
The role of the study was to determine the gaps felt by Millennials in the established
commercial system and, consequently create use cases for bridging the existing gaps wherever
possible through account aggregation. Account aggregation is a process that promotes
structured financial data sharing from Financial Information Providers (FIPs) to Financial
Information Users (FIUs), which retain a log of the consent provided and offering the ability to
withdraw or manage the consent originally provided by the client. The research paper revolves
around identifying the possibilities of solving existing financial issues through account
aggregation. Hence, the research was based on a survey conducted on the millennial
population, which was further classified into three categories for the study. The study led to the
development of use cases in various sectors that can be utilized in developing the account
aggregator ecosystem.
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Research Interests: MSMEs Financing, Customers’ Perceptions on Digital
Banking Services; Risk Management
Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:
1. Gold Investment Pattern Analysis during the Pandemic: An Overhaul
Vikram,P.,&Sinha,R.K. (2022). Gold Investment Pattern Analysis during the Pandemic: An
Overhaul. Journal of Contemporary Issues in Business and Government.

Abstract
The perception of Gold in an Indian Investor is different from that of a foreign investor. If there is
any one investment that runs through all throughout the year for an Indian, it is definitely gold. This
paper examines the pattern of Gold investment during the pandemic – Covid 19 by individual
investors. The paper is based on the primary data analyzed through the questionnaire prepared for
the purpose of studying the shift in priorities of individual Investors during the pandemic and with
the new normal. This paper highlights the brighter side of investing in gold at different periods with
different income groups is observed. It examines the relative performance of the gold investment in
the portfolio carried by the investor during the lockdown period. The factors affecting the
investment of every individual with varied income is analyzed and tested with descriptive Statistics.
The study proceeds to acquire the resultant estimation of whether there is a significant change in
the investment of Gold or has gold sustained the wave of this economic crisis during the Covid
period.
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Link to Article: https://cibgp.com/article_17593.html

2. Credit Analysis using Artificial Neural Network
Sinha, R.K., Chattopadhyay, P., & Sourav, P. (2021). Credit Analysis using Artificial Neural
Network. Empirical Economics Letters.

Abstract
The growth of internet lending platforms has opened a great opportunity for micro-financing
companies and is acting as a viable alternative in the finance industry. The most common business
proposition in the internet-lending platform is Peer-to-Peer (P2P) lending platform. However, P2P
lending platforms have great chance of vulnerability because of the increase in non-performing
assets (NPAs) in recent times due to the lack of proficiency and expertise in finding out the
borrowers’ creditworthiness. Lack of government stringent rules and regulations has increased the
chances of credit failure in P2P lending platforms. This study offers a unique model for checking the
creditworthiness of borrowers based on analysis using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). The results
specify that the ANN model for credit scoring is successful in finding out default loan applications as
well as provides smart decision-making for the lenders.
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The research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Factors Affecting Investors Sentiments and Decisions
Giri,S., Gupta,G., Hegde, P.D. (2021). Factors Affecting Investors Sentiments and Decisions.
Empirical Economics Letters.

Abstract:
This paper precisely focuses towards to identify the major factors which are affecting the sentiments
of investors and their decision making with the help of identifying the relationship among the
demographic factors and investors investment pattern. A conceptual model is formulated based on
past studies and primary research with the help of Explanatory Factor Analysis (EFA) and AMOS 20
with the help of the MLE method. A total response of 302 investors was collected and construct a
hypothesis linkage between the constructs. Out of the 32 total factors we came across the 19 major
factors which are affecting the investor's decisions comparatively more as compared to the other 32.
With the help of which we formulated a model to show that in what pattern an investor may invest
in a stock market.The present research analyses Factors Affecting Investors Sentiments using
Structural Equational Modelling (SEM). The study has explored the essential process that every
individual investor follows before involving in any investment decision.
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DR. NINA JACOB

Research Interests: Sustainability and social responsibility

Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Advancing Female Corporate Leadership: A Comparative Analysis of
Female Versus Male Leadership Behaviour in India
Jacob, N., & Chandrasekhar, S. (2021). Advancing Female Corporate
Leadership: A Comparative Analysis of Female Versus Male Leadership
Behaviour in India. Millennial Asia, 09763996211048988.
Abstract:
This article investigates whether women managers possess any specific leadership attributes which
will enable them to be promoted to leadership positions on merit grounds. It also examines whether
women encounter barriers, which impede their progress to the top. Data for our study were
collected from a sample of 372 managers in leadership positions across India, half of whom were
women and the other half were men. The survey was done through the administration of a 21-item
questionnaire developed by the authors. Through the application of decision tree analysis, logistic
regression analysis and discriminant analysis, we arrived at findings that have reasonable predictive
accuracy.
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Our results suggest that women managers in leadership positions are significantly more likely to get
reticent team members to participate at meetings than their male counterparts. This is our principal
finding. This is significant, given that contemporary leadership emphasizes inclusivity and distributed
leadership. This is because, as our data shows, while women managers are as good as men, they
additionally possess an attribute which makes them better suited than men as leaders.
Another finding is that many women leaders differ from men in that they often struggle with work–
life balance challenges. The suggestion is that companies could offer more options to women to
achieve work–life balance. The third finding is that women leaders are perceived as more
empathetic than men. The implication is that all of these constitute business arguments favouring
organizational support for competent women managers advancing to leadership positions. Data are
from India, focussing on Indian managerial leadership.
Link to Article: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/09763996211048988

Book Chapters:
1. Effective waste management: A study aligned with SDG 11: Sustainable
cities and communities
Jacon,N. Patil,S. (2021). Effective waste management: A study aligned with
SDG 11: Sustainable cities and communities. Social Immersion Program(SIP).
Abstract:
This article reports on a video made about effective waste management as part of the Social
Immersion Program (SIP) project. Burgeoning domestic waste is an area of emerging environmental
concern as increasing social awareness fosters civic action. As domestic waste increases, it is mother
nature who is aggravated the most as more landfills are created for the containment of waste. Such
waste accumulation is the antithesis of nurturing a healthy biosphere. The latter is characterized
inter alia by luxuriant vegetation and forest cover. The authors recommend that domestic waste be
purposefully reduced while plant cultivation be simultaneously increased. One way of achieving this
is through gifting plants instead of gift-wrapped presents. The wrapping constitutes avoidable waste.
Meanwhile, plants make a welcome, environment friendly gift. Suppose that an average Indian gifts
25 13 crores. Then the number of gifts presented would be 3450 crores. This generates a staggering
amount of gift-wrapping material that becomes part of domestic waste. The paper concludes with
recommendations regarding how domestic waste can be better managed.

2. Social Immersion Program(SIP). Book Name: Manthan
Jacob, N. (2021). Social Immersion Program(SIP). Manthan.
Executive Summary
I. Objectives/Establishing the problem statement IFIM Business School: A Brief Introduction IFIM
Business School, Bangalore was set up in 1995. In 2020, it broke into the QS World University
Rankings 2021 and was re-named the Jagdish Sheth School of Management, Bangalore. Social
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Immersion Program (SIP): Vehicle for advancing social responsibility among students Under this
program, students select and study a social issue related to one of the United Nations Sustainable
Developmental Goals. In this executive summary, we discuss the SIP as a vital and vibrant
component of our responsible management education efforts. Emphasis is placed on how the SIP
was conducted during COVID19. The centrepiece of the SIP has traditionally been the immersion,
where students spend time on-site, investigating a social issue. IFIM partners with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to enable this. Students examine a social issue on the ground.
They then apply their managerial knowledge to the social issue to posit solutions. This year, the
problem was to conduct the SIP without the physical immersion, while otherwise retaining the
integrity of the program.
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Select Research Publication Details of the faculty are given below:

Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:
1. The effect of Hatha yoga intervention on students' creative ability
Bollimbala, A., James, P. S., & Ganguli, S. (2020). The effect of Hatha yoga intervention on
students' creative ability. Acta Psychologica, 209, 103121.

Abstract:
There is increasing demand for individual creativity as organizations seek innovative ways to remain
relevant. Higher education institutions, particularly business schools, are sensitive to this demand
and are constantly in search for innovative ways to enhance the creative ability of their students.
Prior studies have shown encouraging results for physical activity-oriented interventions. Building on
this research, this study uses Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) to understand if an acute
combinatory intervention, involving both physical and mental exercises embodied in Hatha yoga can
improve individual creativity. This study uses 92 MBA student participants to investigate the impact
of a 20-minute Hatha yoga session intervention against a short 20-minute case study session for the
control group. Creative ability of the participants is operationalized through divergent and
convergent thinking, which are then assessed through counter-balanced forms of Guilford Alternate
Uses tasks and Remote Associate Test, respectively. The results show that while Hatha yoga
significantly improves divergent thinking, the control group shows deterioration in divergent
thinking. There is no effect on convergent thinking. These findings lend some support to the
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executive function hypothesis. The study also finds that prodding a person to be more creative on a
routine academic task may not enhance their creative ability.
Link to Article: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0001691819305505

2. MBA education: New insights on enablers of managerial performance
Chatterjee, D., & Poovathingal, J. (2020). MBA education: new insights on enablers of
managerial performance. International Journal of Educational Management.

Abstract:
PURPOSE
Several authors have proposed various factors/enablers that enhance managerial performance of
MBA students. However, there is little research on how to prioritise these enablers or how each
enabler in the system of enablers influences each other. This paper aims to address this gap.
DESIGN/METHODOLOGY/APPROACH
This paper integrates the interpretive structural modelling (ISM) and Multiplication Appliquée á un
Classement (MICMAC) techniques to arrive at the conclusions.
FINDINGS
The “help achieve” power of each enabler, determined by ISM, is limited or accentuated by its
“driving power and its dependence” determined by MICMAC. Out of the 14 enablers used in the
study, this paper identifies five enablers that can enhance the performance of MBA students.
RESEARCH LIMITATIONS/IMPLICATIONS
When ISM and MICMAC are integrated, one can arrive at a better way to prioritise enablers in a
system of enablers.
PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
The implication of the study findings is that all stakeholders can now systematically prioritise the
enablers that can lead to performance and also save resources during the process. A related
implication is that this method can be used in a wide variety of situations.
ORIGINALITY/VALUE
This paper highlights how an integrated use of ISM-MICMAC can improve decision-making and
resource optimisation.

Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/IJEM-07-20190247/full/html
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3. Impact of Physical Activity on an Individual’s Creativity: A Day-Level
Analysis
Bollimbala, A., James, P. S., & Ganguli, S. (2021). Impact of Physical Activity on an Individual’s
Creativity: A Day-Level Analysis. The American Journal of Psychology, 134(1), 93-105.

Abstract:
Physical activity is fast emerging as a predictor of complex cognitive processes, yet its impact on
creativity is not well researched. This study analyzes the immediate and retention effects of an
enjoyable physical activity intervention at the end of the workday on the divergent and convergent
thinking components of creativity via a randomized controlled trial of 68 MBA students. The
treatment group participated in a 15-min enjoyable physical activity (dance), and the control group
participated in an enjoyable nonphysical activity (socialization), and their impact on divergent and
convergent thinking was measured via parallel forms of Guilford Alternate Uses Task and Remote
Association Task, respectively. Dance significantly improved divergent and convergent thinking
immediately after the intervention and also showed retention at the end of the work day compared
with preintervention levels, whereas socialization showed such an effect only on flexibility
immediately after the intervention and no retention. The results support executive function
hypothesis and ego depletion theory.
Link to Article: https://scholarlypublishingcollective.org/uip/ajp/articleabstract/134/1/93/283373/Impact-of-Physical-Activity-on-an-Individual-s

4. Workgroup’s Openness to Diversity and Employees’ Perception of Human
Resources Practices: The Moderating Effect of Group Membership.
Das, S. K., Azmi, F. T., & James, P. S. (2021). Workgroup’s Openness to Diversity and
Employees’ Perception of Human Resources Practices: The Moderating Effect of Group
Membership. Global Business Review, 0972150920988644.

Abstract:
The purpose of this article is to examine the role of a workgroup’s openness to diversity (WOD) in
shaping employees’ perception of human resources practices (HRPs), by focusing primarily on three
types of diversity, namely visible diversity, value diversity and informational diversity. The study also
examines the moderating effect of group membership on the relationship. Cross-sectional data
through a survey of 533 employees of various leading information technology (IT) companies in India
are used. The results suggest that a workgroup’s openness to diversity is a strong determinant of the
perception of HRPs. It is observed that the workgroup’s openness to visible diversity has no
significant impact on the perception of HRPs, whereas openness to value and informational diversity
has a significant positive impact. The results also show that group membership moderates the
relationship. In terms of the originality of this study, we contend that, to date, there is a paucity of
empirical studies linking a workgroup’s openness to diversity with the perception of HRPs. Hence,
the present study addresses this gap by examining the relationship, as well as the boundary
conditions on this relationship.
Link to Article: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0972150920988644
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5. Factors influencing employees perception of human resource practice: A
fuzzy interpretive structural model approach
Das, S. K., Azmi, F. T., & James, P. S. (2020). Factors influencing employees’ perception of
human resource practice: A fuzzy interpretive structural modeling approach. Jindal Journal
of Business Research, 9(1), 41-55.

Abstract:
In past two decades, researchers have identified many factors, which influence employee’s
perception of human resource (HR) practices. How employees perceive HR practice is a strong
determinant of both employee’s and organizational outcome. However, how these factors are
structured or their relative importance is not so well understood. Without this vital input, it is
difficult to deploy scare resource to impact organizational outcome. This research uses fuzzy
interpretive structural modeling (Fuzzy ISM) technique to fill this gap. The result will help deploy
resources for changing the perception of vital HR practices so as to enhance organizational
performance. Demographic dissimilarity of employee with coworker and manager, and quality of
manager’s communication were found as the most relevant drivers of employee’s perception of HR
practice. The factors having highest driving power are the one which needs to be addressed by Line
and HR managers.
Link to Article: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/227868212090855

6. Governing Changes in Government: The Water Story of Mahabubnagar
Varma, H. R., Kakani, R. K., & Poovathingal, J. S. (2021). Governing changes in government:
the water story of Mahabubnagar. The CASE Journal.

Abstract:
Theoretical basis
Kotter’s framework of change management adapted to the situation of public policy implementation
under the leadership of a civil service officer in the rural areas of a developing economy in South
Asia.
Research methodology
This case has been written using the primary data collected from the protagonist through personal
and computer-based interviews. Some of the documents associated with the event shared by the
protagonist are also reproduced as case exhibits. Secondary data from government official websites
were also used to enrich the case.
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Case overview/synopsis
Mahbubnagar, an arid agricultural district in central India faced the threat of a water crisis owing to
the unscientific water extraction by the resident farmers. The government appointed a task force to
investigate the problem. The team executed the idea to harvest excess water from the fields through
a cheap and efficient method. Though it showed spectacular results in the initial months, the
farmers gave up the innovation soon. When the team met two years later, they were shocked by the
unenthusiastic response of the farmers. This case pertains to the failure of policy innovations and
change management in government.
Complexity academic level
This case is useful for undergraduate-level courses in public management, public policy and
governance with modules in change management, innovation management, rural development and
programme implementation. Training modules for novice public service professionals and
programme management personnel in government organisations. Elective courses on public policy,
government relations and public sector management for undergraduate students of business
administration.
Link to Article: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/TCJ-02-2021-0032/full/html
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Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. A study on the impact of formative years on intra- millennial differences
and its effect on work values
Singh, R., Kurian, S. (2020). A study on the impact of formative years on intra- millennial
differences and its effect on work values. International Journal of Management.

Abstract:
Millennials have been classified by researchers as those who are confident, ambitious, tech savvy,
multi-tasking, impatient about their career progress, mobile in their careers and believe in work-life
balance. Practically, all these characteristics cannot be found in every millennial who is born
between 1980-2000. Some of these characteristics are contrasting by nature. This study aims to
establish the fact that millennials itself is a cohort of two sub-generations in itself i.e. Early
Millennials and Late Millennials and explore the intra-millennial differences. The study will throw
light on likelihood of dependence of work value on the nature of sociopolitical, technological and
economic events witnessed by millennials in their formative years.
Link to Article: 10.47750/cibg.2022.28.03.024
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2. Challenges of Managing the Employability of Differently Abled in South
India: Experiences of two Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
Kurian, S., (2021). Challenges of Managing the Employability of Differently Abled in South
India: Experiences of two Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs). Asian Case Research
Journal.
Case Synopsis
More than 500 million individuals on the planet are incapacitated as a result of mental, physical or
tangible weakness. These persons are entitled to the same rights as all other human beings and to
equal opportunities. Employability is a holistic issue. This case is exploring instances of
organisations, who have attempted to address these issues, and achieved progress in addressing the
employability issues of differently abled people in India.
Social and Human capital is key component of employability. However, this is more important and
crucial among differently abled people. Seeing the large numbers of the differently abled and seeing
the difficulties of the parents coping with the disabled children, NGO like BCT took the initiative and
started its Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR) programme in the year 1992. The real
empowerment and employability of people have to converge on three factors, like career
identity, social and human capital and personal adaptability. Based on the discussions, paper also
explores how social and human capital is important in creating a more holistic model of
employability especially in case of differently abled. This paper is to throw insights into the
challenges and opportunities of managing disabilities. Two cases from NGOs in India
namely Bhagavatula Charitable Trust and Riya Foundation: Therapeutic Residential Centre for
Special Needs and their experiences are captured through this paper. It’s a descriptive attempt to
highlight the challenge of managing education and employability of disabled children and this
insights can be applied elsewhere for better result. Data was collected while doing social immersion
internship by participants in these two Non Governmental Organisations (NGO’s).
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Peer Reviewed Journal Publications:

1. Direct and Indirect Effect of Beneficiary Contact and Supervisor Support on
Service Performance: Does Perceived External Prestige Matter?
Vittal, R. S., Mishra, S. K., & Varma, A. (2022). Direct and Indirect Effects of Beneficiary Contact
and Supervisor Support on Service Performance: Does Perceived External Prestige
Matter?. British Journal of Management.

Abstract
Customers play a significant role in motivating frontline employees. However, little research has
examined the impact of employees’ interactions with external beneficiaries in explaining service
performance. In the present study, we borrowed from the job characteristics model and social
exchange theory to build our model. Drawing on data from 889 frontline service employees and
2667 customers in the microfinance sector, our study demonstrated that supervisor support (an
internal factor) and contact with beneficiaries (an external factor) influence employee service
performance. We also investigated employee gratitude as an intervening mechanism through which
supervisor support and beneficiary contact improve employee service performance. In addition, we
found that employees’ perception of the external prestige of their organization is a powerful force
linking the above factors with service performance. Our findings advance the understanding of
employee service performance, thus providing significant implications for research and practice.
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Link to Article: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1467-8551.12606

2. Mandatory CSR – A Strategic Opportunity
Rangan, V.& Mukherjee,K.(2021). Mandatory CSR – A Strategic Opportunity. Innovations.
(France).

Abstract
Objective/Problem:This paper examines corporate social responsibility in developing countries and
the rationale behind the enactment in India related to the topic. Design: Conceptual Paper. Based on
the study of IIM Udaipur with respect to lack of CSR talent and the scope of contribution, this paper
proposes a framework for effective CSR implementation through the model of intrinsic CSR
orientation on the part of both - organization and its members. Findings:The paper suggests that the
mandatorycorporatesocial responsibility be viewed as an opportunity by corporations to approach
CSR more strategically. Conclusion: Using the framework, an empirical study of pace setting
organizations is suggested as a part of future research.
Link to Article: https://journal-innovations.com/assets/uploads/doc/9ee6e-23269.pdf

3. Understanding the Causes, Contingencies and Consequences of building
Best Workplaces in the context of “Great Places To Work” in India
Vittal, R. S. (2021). Understanding the causes, contingencies and consequences of building
best workplaces in the context of great places to work in india.. International Journal of
Management.
Abstract: For the past decade, few if any management topics or ideas have received more attention

and discussion in human resource management practice than being rated among the best
companies to work for. Accordingly, the topic has started gaining attention among academic
literature relating to the popular “100 Best Companies To Work For”. The author content analysed
11 articles covered between 2003 and 2014 that directly studied the work on Best Companies survey
established by the Great Place To Work Institute®. The author also examined the studies that
covered the strategic contributions of the Human Resource Practices which captured the changing
role of HR Managers. The author observed that literature on Great Place To Work is segmented in
two themes: (a) themes that cover positive consequences of being among the Best Companies such
as Customer Satisfaction, Financial Performance and (b) themes that highlight the lessons from the
best practices of “100 Best Companies . The ” focus of studies on HR Practices have been on those
that provide sustainable competitive advantages for organizations ranging from strategic fit, HR
Systems to methodological issues. Lesser studies have clarified the contributions of HR and Line
Managers in creating Best Companies. The author explains the need for further research n
developing a better understanding of HR referring to the ‘100 best list’ i Manager’s line role and Line
Manager’s HR Role.
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Link to Article:
https://iaeme.com/MasterAdmin/Journal_uploads/IJM/VOLUME_12_ISSUE_4/IJM_12_04_005.pdf

CONSULTING:
1. Prof. Vittal Rangan is consulting for Redevelop Biotech, a bio-tech startup
based in Uttarakhand, providing his expertise through Head-HR as a Service
(HRaaS).
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ABOUT JAGSoM
Jagdish Sheth School of Management (JAGSoM) is amongst the first 6 business schools in India to be
awarded the AACSB accreditation. JAGSoM PGDM (Marketing Major) and PGDM (Finance Major)
were ranked in the 51+ band and the 101+ band respectively in the QS Business Masters Rankings
2021.
Programs at JAGSoM include:
1. PGDM: 2 Year residential Post Graduate Diploma in Management with the option to major in
Marketing, Finance, HRM, Analytics & Digital Business.
a) PGDM (Marketing Major) - For those who wish to pursue a career in Marketing (with option
of career tracks in MarTech or Sales & Service).
b) PGDM (Finance Major) - For those who wish to pursue a career in Finance (with option of
career tracks in FinTech, Capital Markets or Banking).
c) PGDM (Analytics & Digital Business Major) - For those who wish to pursue a career in
Business Analytics.
d) PGDM (HRM Major) - For those who wish to pursue a career in Human Resources
Management (with option of career track in HRTech).
e) PGDM (with option of International Immersion) - For those who wish to pursue studies
abroad at our international partner institutions.
2. PGDM Executive: For professionals with work experience with option to attend on-campus
sessions during weekends or learn from home (LFH) online.
3. MBA: ‘The Right Brain MBA’ for new age professional roles that require creativity,
innovation, design thinking and imagination at our picturesque campus at Karjat, near
Mumbai.
4. BBA: A unique residential program with a curriculum that facilitates the process of selfdiscovery in the initial years and then preparing for a career in business with the benefit of
co-learning with MBA participants and mentoring by faculty and industry practitioners.
Actively engaged in research and consulting, JAGSoM hosts several Centers of Excellence such as
AIM-Parasuraman Centre of Service Excellence and Vithala Rao Centre for Business Analytics.
JAGSoM is led by eminent board with globally acclaimed scholar Padma Bhushan Prof. Jagdish Sheth
as the Chairman.
JAGSOM has four distinct anchors that support its overall educational philosophy:
●

Grooming T-shaped professionals with a unique curriculum aligned to the
needs of industry 4.0

●

The program is delivered by domain specialist faculty, with professional
experience in the industry.

●

Global connects through partnerships with globally acclaimed business
schools preparing for career tracks in new-age areas.

●

Industry-connect programs to groom “Beyond Tomorrow” professionals.
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